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PREF~tcE

This report contains a collection of papers presented
at the M..:lTSCIENCEConfer once on 'Stochastic Processes and
Applications' held at the H.P.F. Club House, Ootacamund from
11th to 14th Decenber 1980ft

This Conference, the 37th of a series of Conferences
conducted by M...:1TSCIENCEon various topics in mathematical
sciences, was inaugurated by Professor J.lladi Ramakr-i.shnan,
In the inaugural address Professor Alladi RamakrLshnan re-
called his association with Professor H.J.Bhabha three decades
ago when they wer-e engaged in research wor-kin the theory 0 f
cosmic ray cascades. It was Bhabha who first realised that

new
this stochastic problem involved a/fe8ture, the random dis-
tribution of discrete number of particles in continuous
energy space. After two years of effort Ramakrishnan was
able to formulate the theory of product densities and publish
his results at Hanchester through f'amous English statisticians
Bartlett and Kendall. This theory has now become a common
currency under the title of Point Pro cesses with wide applica-
tions in PhYSics, Chemistry~ Biology, Medicine, Operations
Research, Engineering etc.

We have to thank all the participants for the lively
discussions and the enthusiastic cooperation in raaki.ng the
conference a success. v/e are grateful to Mr.P.R. S.Rao,
the Managing Director, H.P"F., Octacaraund and his colleagues
for providing the conference ha.l.L, accommodatdon for all the
participants aile. all other necessary facilities and the kind
hospitality shown to us" 1I/e also wish to t.hank Iv1r.N.S.Sampath,
Mr.K. Ramesh and other suppporting staff of our Insti tute for
help rendered in organizing the conference and bringing out
thi s report"
Madras-600 020
February 1982" R.JAGANNATHAN
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NEW CONCEPTS IN PROBABILITY THOORY

Alladi Ramakrishnan
MATSCIENCE, The Institute of Mathematical Sciences, Madras-20

INDIA.
+*+*

The author gave a sories of four lectures on his recent
contributionsl-4) to the theory of probability and stOChastic
processes in which new concepts called 'Activity', 'Disparity'
and 1Duality , have been introduced explaining clearly the
meaning of the evolution of a stochastic process end the charae-
teri stics of .'·earlier'(cause) and 'later t (effect) distri butions.

R~ferences:-
1. iU1adi Ramakrishnan, 'Approach to stationarity in stochastic

processes', Proc. Tmuil Nadu Acad. Sci., 2, (1979) 189.
2. Alladi Ramakrishnan , 'A mathematical feature of evolutionary

stochastic processes , Sonderdruck aus Methods of Operations
Research ~ (Oelgeschlager, Gunrn and Hain, USM 1980, the
paper presented at Obervolfach Conference in November 1978.

3. Al1adi Ramakr-i shnan, fA New concept in Probability Theory'
J. Math.JUlal. App1. 83, 408, (1981).

~. A1ladi Ramakri shnan , 'Duality in stochastic processes',
J. M'ath. Anal. Appl. (to appear in .§1 (1981))
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NOll LINE,,'\R OPl'ICAL ffiOCESS III THE FIELD OF RANDOM FUNP-.A??1I-

CATION OF THE THEORY OF MULTIPLICATIVS STOCHASTIC PROCESSES'"

G.S. Agarwal
School of Physics, University of Hyderabad :?O. Hydernbad 500134

This review lecture will be concerned with the applicA-
tions of the theory of stochastic processes to various systems
in the area of quantum optics.

It is well known that the generation of light ~y a
source is basically random in nature and therefore in a pcroper
description, the light field is to be treated as a stochastic
process. (1) For example the light produced by a thel'mal source
is described mathematically by a Gaussian stochastic pro~ess.
On the other hand, the light produc~d by laser is characterized
by much more complicated statistics. (~) In my Lec turc I woul.d

primarily be concerned with the interaction of a random light
field with the material medium. In particular I would. discuss
the effect of the linewidth of the external radiation, which
is used to exci te the material medium, on the v ar-Lcu s types
of line shapes obtained in a number of processes such as
resonance fluore~cence, Raman scattering, ~econd harmonic
generation etc. Such a question is of great importance in
connection ,.,1th high resolution spectroscopy particularly
when one is devising technioues by which resolution bGycnd
natural line width could be achieved •

. I
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~'le first indicate the nature of the stochastic equa-
."

tions that one comes across. In optical ~roblems, usually
the dipole approximation is adequate ~nd hence the interac-
tion Hamiltonian between the atomic/l!lolecularsystem and.
the external fields ~Ct)== 2.{OQ(e) e:i.UJR...-t~+-c:.9may be

~ ~ Sl -7
written as - d. E (t) where d (t) is the di poLe moment
operator of the system. Since the field is stochastic in

~
nature, one way of characterizing the dynam lcs.of E (t) is
to prescribe the Langevin equations (2) for b-;;>(t)

~~

where F ~ (t) are Gaussian delta correlated random forces.
The nature of f1 will depend on the external fiel1. For
example if the external field were Gaussian with Lorentzian
spectrum then f.e..(~b3-)=-ql~J.:,<b~ct) bi()))::=<lbJl\~eq:
For ,a laser oscillating in a single mod~ and far above thre-

(3 )shold, we have in place of (1)
-_ t -7b \ e- i <P ,I ~b I _b / I = deterministic

cP ::::""W ? <r- (b,) > =b, < I'lCC,)!"-C-lc2-) =- 7_'(co S( C1- t:z) 0..)

and ~ (t) ha s Gaussian statistics.. Note that again fo:c the
model (~), (b* (t) b > = (t-:t 2

) e~Yct- ; :10 that
the spectrum is again Lorentzian. Note also that a broad
band source may be represented by white noise i~e~ E (t)
is Gaussian and delta correlated. The density 1T1S. t.r ix of the

I
I
I
j
"
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atom::!.c/molecularsystem satisfies the Liouville equation

?~;J'
/yt-

where R g denotes the contributions arising from various
types of radiative and non-radi.ative relaxations. The spon-
taneous emission is contained in R f • Various forms of R j'
depending on collisions, the structure of the energy levels
of the atomic/molecular system are known in literature2,4.
In view of the stochastic n~ture of b~ the density
matriA elements fij(t) become stochastic and hence we have
a set f)fcouplednon-11near Langevin equations (1) and (3),

,
the cxac t solution of which will enable us to obtain all,the
chal'ctcteristicsof the system under irradiation hy a stochas-
tic field. However analytical solution to such a set is not
known ~~ven if the field b.i (t ) 'Y'ereGaussian. In what follows
we will be give examples where it is possible to obtain exact
solut.~ons when bt (t) happens to be a laser field oscilating
well above threshold. For this pur~ose the results from the.
theo:-y of multiplicative stochastic processes will be used.
Be f'r.r e 1Y'edi scuss the general theory, we present some simple
exampl.es, which illustrate the importance of the band width
of the exciting light in the context of optical resonance.
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(A) Consider the spectrum of resonance fluorescence
produced by a b"o level atom under the condition
that the exci ting radiation is weak . In such a case
it can be shown(S) that the spectrum has the structure
V [r:l-+w. 2J -1[v2.+ w2- ]-1fA T, , which in the following~ 0 G .

special cases leads to the celebrated result of Heitler6

namely
(i) if r(!l»YC Y= naturallinewidth), then the spec-

trum has a width Y and is centered at atomic frequency.
, then the spectrum has a width 'fc and

is centered at the laser ffeauency. The evidence for
such line Widths less than natural linewidths has
been obtained in the experiments of Gibbs and

7Venkatesan •

(B) Consider the intensity of fluorescence in light fields
that are modulated at some frequency Q. In such a
case the phase shift of the modulated radiation has a
remarkable dependence on ie ~ The general result8

for a two level system, under the resonant condition
(w

~tan~
= atomic freQuency) has the f'orm.- . '2 2-_ Sl. S' Q4 +4 r -+ 2..Ie. +b '"'{'Ie s..
- - L "((§+4- 12.)+ Yc(8'Y2~ 4- 'fic-..o...'-) )

-7> -Q '""C , 6c -:;r 00

--7 - 2..D...'"C, I'c ~ 0



demonstrates the crucial role of the laser l.inewidth in
,

modulation studies ; which have been used extensively in
the Measurements of lifetimes.
(C ) ~\Jenext give an example which will illustrate the diffe-"
rences in the spectrum of the scattered light arising from
the :'i..nternalstochastic modulation and the external modul.a-

tion. Take an harmonic oscillator of freauency CO inte-
(J

racting "vi th an external radiation field of bandwidth r~ .
In such ~ case one can show that the correlation function
involving the complex amplitude J" of the oscillator has the

On the other hand if the external radiation has zero band-
width, but the frequency is randomly modulated and for the
random modulation, if ve take white noise model, thent:~(o'~(h'()o-'(t-)) ==-I:XP{UWo -y - Y,Jr } <(}'*iT/

+ 1f* {{XP [(~W~-y- Yell] - *!Xf(i4 'r) r ~
- ( -\. C Wo- Wg ) - y- fc ) J
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The spectrum of the scattered radiation is proportional

the complex ampli tude s. The results
to the Fourier transforms of the above correlations of
t·~ ,.. ,"

(5) and (6) demonstrate how the different type of stochas-
tic fluctuation could lead to very different spectra of
the scattered radiation. For example in (5) the line cen-
tered at the oscillator frequency has width Y whereas in
(6) it has width \ Y +Yc) Another important distinc-
tion is the absence of the coherent component in (5).

It is evident from the foregoing that many systems
in cuantum optics involve dynamical equations of the form

1';== ~ Nli X,i T ~ h~t(t) (7)

where Fij Ct ) tre Gaussian delta correlated 'JrocesseS with
zero mean

(F{iwj=o) (fAi(l;)~~{t')/== 1~iRJ~(t--t') (%)
The random processes satisfying (7) are known as multipli-
cative stochastic processes for which following results(9)
could be proved -

(i)::1<i (t) are Markov variables,

(ii)



The markov property imoliGS that if

(Xl t -t/'G) 7 =' Z Uij,(1) <JLj' (t)\ 1Jct) = t:<r tM,t )
f )then the correlation function of XrA is given by

A

(t~(t--t"I:) X~tt) = T U{i Ct,) < :Xi (t)X~(t~

The results (9) - (11) are very basic and havo been used

(11)

I
1

7

•

(10

in studying the following systems:-

(1) Absorption and.emi;-sion spectra of two level
systems under the influence of lase~ fields
of arbitrary bandwidth and intensit;y5,10.

(2) Optical double resonancE.?1 various types .of'

Hanle effect 12 and Raman scattering in fluctua-
ting beams.

( ) 8 .,'...3 Modulated Fluorescence s~udies'~c in fields that
are fluctuating. The Lnciderrt fieJ.rlsmay be either
amplitude or frequency ffi0dulatedl~ •

. (15)Coherent antistokes RameD 3catterlng



.-.-----.-.-------'-------------~~----l
i
.~

8

(5) Multiphoton absorption processes - this oroblem also
, 16 ihas been solved numerically for the Gaussian Stat s-

tics of pump fipld. In all the above cases exact results
have been obtained. Since such results are discussed
extensively in recent literature, we do not pursue
these any moreo

Let us now examine some nonlinear ootical systems
briefly. :I[ewill be making use of the parametric apor oxtma- -
tion i.e. we will ignore the depletion of the pump field
assuming th.qt the pump field is strong enough.

Parametric AmDlification :-------------._---------
In the parametric aooroximation the interaction

Hamiltonian describing parametric amplification in the
field of random oump could be wr ltten as

1-\ 1::: ~ (a,+bt i Dp (t~ 0..b Q 1<£ct-) )
{
.,

l,
;',

where we have assumed that the pumn frequency is equal
to the sum of the signal and idler frequencies an1
(12) is wr i t tan in interaction picture. The Hamilto-
nian (12) for the case of a nonf uuc tuating pump has

(17)been discussed at length by Mellow and Glauber •
On making a canonical transforin

~r =- V( t;) Y V+ (b-)) vtO=l'!<f [i J g~db( to..t-btJ:,1,'13)
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we find the following Liouvilie aqu..•tion for ]1

::: [ a+ b""-ig + 0'1+
ae '~J

We now use the result (9) f'r-o».the~heory of,'-~ltiplicative

0'stochastic process to find th2t the ensemble ~verage of J

over the distribution of ~Uto' sat t cf'Le s the aquatLon ;<i'> :::-f. [ a + a + b·l- b , 1- a +a -I b +b , (»/ >J1
ig[a+b++aL, <y'>J

It is evident from the definition (13) that a~_l expectation

(15)

va.lues of the form< (a +)CX(b +)f (a)Y '(b)6j w'ith ()( + P + y + [; :::0

I
could -be as well computed using the riensi ty m::trix f
since

,;

i

~t ci + ~ + y + S
Thus a solution of (15) will yield

( (a+ ) rI-- (b+') ~ (a) r (b) 8> '
arbitrary values of g and the pump

:::0 (16)

.nomen t s 0:' the form

'.x + ~ +'{ + 6 :::0 for

';'and -w-Ikh ~C~.. In particular

from (15) we find that«a + a- + -"b+ b + <» =- 2ig «,.+b+e 10_ c.~/>
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o

«ctbt-Q'~_ t.c» =-rC«a+bte.t¥_ e~,»
t~i~L,«Q+a +b-\-h +1);

«o.tbt(ii£+ ccj) = -\.«a+bte{t+C~»
•

(17)

The double brackets have now been used to indicate the
averaging with respect to the fluctuations of the PQmp ,
in addition to the averaging over the quantum states of the
system. The time dependence of the number of photons in
idler or
signal mode is now governed by

showing that the growth rate of photons is reduced due to
the pump fluctuations. The fluctuations in thp photon
numbers can also be 'obtained from (15). To obtain the
spectru~ of the amplitude fluctuations, we note the following
equations that follow from Eqs. (9), (11) and (l~) and the
markov property of the system /

\' ~ '. <t<Q (f-+rc) \\~"( «O:C( t-+t)<1lt-) II.-=- t1«bCt-+'t~) -e 0.(1;) II '

(gT + Ie )«bthiJe{~ (h.c~Ch~ = -,('j« Q+(t-+T)(~~)>>

j
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The eigenvalues associated wi th the amplitude fluctuations
are now

,.
• <

It may be nnted that a similar apnroach may be used
for parametric frequency conversion descri~ed by the
Hamiltonian

) = g
+ -i"h (t)

(a b e '::r + c.c.) (19 )

(B) Second Harmonic Generation :

The second harmonic generation (SHG) in the slowly
varying amplitude ap~roximation and in the situation when
the group velocities of the waves at the.pump and the second
harmonic are different, ·is known to be described by the

(18)equations,

(0 ()) _ ( 0 -l~ ) _ '.2-- + -~ - A1- 0) 0.2.. + (\J: dt A 2. - - ;),,{JA 1 (20 )crz. '\) 1 (j t 2-

where Al and ~ are the complex field amplitudes of the
\.

waves at the fundamental and second harmonic frequency. The
pump field Al is a function of (Z- tr1t) only and it's
phase is assumed to satisfy Eq. (~). It can be shown from (20)

,
. ;

either by using the results (9) - (11) or by direct integra-
tion (19) that

(IA/') ==
.'2 4~8 tA,1 r- . -XJ""LX-1+el4 YcV)L-

X =4-Y ))z I v~j -~
, C (--21) 1

;

j
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The linewidth of the second harmonic radiation is found
t~ be

1 + ..§.-x]
x x=

whf.ch depends in A. cumber orneway on the pump linewidth.

(e) Stimulated Raman Scattering :

As a next ftlustrationof the application of the theory
of multiplicative stochastic process, we consider stimulated
Raman scattering under the situation that both pump and stokes
beams are fluctuating and each is characterized by the model
(2). For simplicity we treat only the resonant situation i.e •.
we assume a toree-level model for the atom with the ground
level I 3> [final level I 2 > J and the excited level 11>
nearly re sonant IN'ith the pump frequency W.t (stokes f'r equency

(1)1» The tLe Lds can be of arbitrary intensity. Details of
scattering by such a model can be found in ref.· ?O, where all
the fields have been taken to be monochroMatic. The stimulated
Raman scattering can be shown to be related to cs'32 B .t<P J!> (C-))')

using the theory of IT.ultiplicativestochastic processes one
can show that the results for stimulating Raman scattering
in fluctuating beams can be obtained from those for the mono-
chromatic fields, if we use the following rUle(~l) , which is
valid for fields of arbitrllry intensity
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(23 )

where ~;tand Y.1> are the linewid ths of the incident waves at "
Wo and W~ respectively. r i denotes various relaxation

}v •• I , j

rates lS-ii\==--r.ti -?,{1' ( { i} ) · The situation however is

different for spontaneous scattering in fields of arbitrary
intensity. Using again the techniques of the multiplicative
stochastic processes it is possible to account for the propaga-
tion effects in Raman scatterin~ (2~1

1t1e conclude this talk by mentioning how the theory of
multipltcative stochastic processes can be used to study the
wave· propagation in a random medium(~3). It is known that the
wave propagation in a medium is approximately described b1
2ik 0d~ + 'Vi ~ + k2 El .«, z ) \fJ = 0, k= wit:,

2 'd'L 'oL -r>
\JT = OX-',l... +0 ".12.. ~ ~ = (x,y,o) (24)

The dielectric function G: i is r-andom in nature and one orten
assumes that E: is a Gaussian, delta correlated random process

1
with zero mean i.e.<E/f,2) E1Cr,2') = 2& (Z-L')+Cf,f')

-7<E1C ~ , z) ==-0 ••
The structure of (24) is simil~r to (7) and the general results
from the theory of multiplicative processes could be directly



- - --- - ._--- ------- - -- - ._-- --~-----.

ri ty of the opera tor \l ~ is also to be used. A straight-
forward application of (9) to (24) leads to [z--is now
playing the role of the variable tJ
dj~L<\~> -\- v/L<~)+ ik3

t( ~ ;t)<'V) ~OoZ T 2- i ~ ~ ~

Similarly starting from (~4) 1"e have the equation for the
(26)

14

applied to (?4) to obtain the equations for the ensemble
averaged fields and their correlation functions. The linea-

stochastic process with the
-7

random process E1 ( f' z ) -
straight-fcrward application of

2-the operators ~ lead to the equation for the correlation
function <~i\f', Z-) tV!. r,z)}:
'4~fz<f1>(f\Z) \jJef',2»+ (~'-- 1/':X 1/1*(f I) z) ~(;, z)>

+ -i ~2 [f ({,t) -j- P (1'\ f' J __ ~ P ( {T,f,)]<\f-'tf 12)\jJ(f,LP,l
~ r I (28);;

;,1

==- 0 •

new Gaussian delta correlate1
E -7> I

1 ( f ' z }, Again a
(9) and the linearity of
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Equations for higher or~er correl8tions are similarly obtaine~.
Correlations at two different points z and z' can be obtained
from the markov property (11). We have thu~ rederived well
known equations (~3) describing the wave propagation in random
media by using the theory of multiplicative stochastic pro-
cesses. For various other derivations of (26) and (28),

see ref. (23). Using e~uation (?,8) one can, for example,
study how the amplitude correlations over a plane change, as
the wave propagates throuth the random medium.

It would be worthwhile to e~amine the non-linear
optical resonance phenomena in fields for which the model (2)
is not adequate and to see if there are some other models for
which exact solutions to the non-linear optical problems in
the field of random pumps could be obtained. Some exact
results are already availahle 24, 25.
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Introduction:
The mathematical models studying the nondeterministic

nature of phenomena in the realm of biological, engineering,
Oceanographic and physical sciences often lead to random or
stochastic equations. Although several concrete examples of
random operators and random operator equations were known for
a long time, a systematic study of Drobabilistic operator
.theory and its apolications was initiated by the Prague school
of probabilists under the direction of Antonin -Spacek in the
1950's. For a history of probRbilistic operator theory
Bharucha-Reid ( (3) (4) ) and Tsokos anti Pqdgett (10) may be
referred. Many of these random operator equations can be
~olved using certain fixed point theorems, called random fixed
point theorems.
--------------------------------------------------------------

* Paper presented by P.V. Subr-abrn anyarn .
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Matkowski ( (8), (9) ) proved a fixed point theorem
generalizing Banach's contraction principle. Altman (1) gave
an elaborate theory of contractors and contractor directions
and one of his basic theorems generalized the contraction
principle. In (2) Matkowskits fixed point theorem and Altmants
contractor theory were unified. Hans (5) obtained the random
analogue of the contraction principle, while Lee and Padgett
( (6), (7) ) developed ~he random version of Altman's contrac-
tor theory.

In what follows we prove a fundamental lemma for a
system of random inequalities and this lemma could be used to
obtain the random analogue of Matkowski's fixed point theor~m.
The random analogues of the existence theorems proved in (2)
could also be obtained and these, generalizing the random
contractor theory will be published elsewhere.

1. Preliminaries
Let (ll, ~, ~) be a complete probabili ty

measure space and Caik Cuo ) ) be an n x n positive
random matrix, i.e. aiki'L7 R+ is a real-valued
random variable, i,k = i, •••n. Define the sequence of
random matrices {aik (tV) 5" as follows:
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Definition 1.3 ~ny x-valued random variable x (cu) wht~h
satisfies the condi t.Lon ~ ( 1.. W J!.T(<.,0) x «(,.)) ::: y (w) ~ )

= 1 is said to be a random solution of the random operator
equation T (w) ex (W) ) = y (W).

Definition 1.4 An X - Valued random variable ~
to be a fixed point of the random operator T (uJ)

a random solution of the equation T (w) ~ (~)

(LU) is said
if ~(w) is

== ~ (W).

2. A lemma on the solution of a system of random inequalities
We establish the analogue of Matkowskt's lemma for random

variables from which a random version 0f Matkowskifs fixed point
1theorem could be obtained. In the following we assume that the!
';

inequali ty and equalities hold almost surely in .-Q and so we
do not state this explicitly. Further, the Random matrices
(a ik (~:.J)) are as definud in (1) and (2).

~
Let ~~cJ) be an n x n
of random inequalities

Lemma 2.1 pOsitive random matrix.
The system

n
L
k=l

i = 1, 2 •• , n has a random solution
ri ( tJ) >0 i = 1, .,.,n./u~ll, if and only if,
(4 )

.1-
(W) )0, ~= 1, ... i 1, ... n+L, ~aii n, =

~-

J,
j
}
<~
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Proof Necessity (~) "/ 0, i,k = 1, •••. n ;

(uJ) < ri «(0) a.S.,

Suppose

,
" '

n
L
k=l

i = 1,.:., n, w~nhas a positive random solution ri (W).

We shall show that a ~i ~) > 0, Q;= 1, •• , n; i = 1, •••

n + 1 - ,~. First we di~post of the case when n =- 2. In
~

this case we shall prove that 8ti

n'?; 2 and

(0),/ 0,.Q, = 1,2; i = 1,
i\ r. ,j )x" W E .1.!- • That is, we shall prove that ~1 ( t»

and a fl (<.0 ) '> 0, cu E Jl. In view of
2

the hypothesis lt suffices to show that a II' (W) >0, a s s ,

••. , 2+1-
1

1> 0, a22 (W) "> °

When n = 2, (~) can be written as

all (W) II (W) + a12 (W) r? (w) < r ~ (w)

a21 (W) II (01) + a22 (w) r2 (W) <: r2 (W)

,Using (1) these inequalities can

be written as
n \ lc.v) i: (W) <, a.,' (LV) ~ lw)
vvl~ 2-'- \\

(5)

From

o} o-» 1\ (l<.J)
~{

(5) we have
I \

UJ.6\(w) <
\Q;,,-~'-W)

implies that
.:.L

o: f to )
II t

This

T'] ( w) r. \ (w)
IX.. \. < I..AJ \\ ' _

""Cw) ~\ ~}UJ)

Q I(w) a.} C w) _ Q~, (\0) Q,I6'\ (w) >0 G

II «-~ 0(\ c{j
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To treat the general case we aoply mathematical induction.
Consider the system of inequalities (3). Assume that this
system has a randrm solution .ri (w) > 0, i = 1, •••n ,
We shall show that ai~>(W) 0, t::: 1,2 •••n , i:::1,•••,
n+l- ~ ". From (3) we have, when i = 1,
0.,\ I (W) "'" (w) +a\.;0 ( w) fQ..l to) -+- - - + Q, Yl ( uJ) ~ ( LV) <"~tv)

~ \ \
A....e~ o.,,~Cw)Tz (W) + --._+ Q~"{ltu))~Cw) <, (Au ( W) 'I (W)

By hypothesis ~il (UJ)~O, a.s. and hence the above ine-
quality can be wr!>tten a~

,
j

.~
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of Lemma1.1 f'or n-j , 1,le!>hall prove its validity for n by

induction, again Consider the system of inequalities (3).
Rewri ting,

~ I.
(9) E. a.,.~R(to)~ (W) < ~(()})~(W) ) -L ~ 1, 'Jr--/Yl;.!z,= IJ =/=). .

For i ::::1, (9) gives

, , I)
Q,iw)T.Q/!;J) +'" + Cl'Il1,cW)1(W) < o.,,(W),,((.O

Since a I (to) > 0, we deduce (6) and therefr~m (8). ByII

definition, for i J k, ark (Ul) ~ ail (Ul) al+
1k

+
1

(uv) +

1 1 e >a
i
+
11

(W) a1k+l (W) > o. By hypothesis a
1k

(eo) 0.

56 ~ 1, ••. , n,i = 1,•.. , n+l - ~. Since by indUction

hypothesis the system (8) has a random solution r
2

(41),
• • • ., r n (W) > O. No," to find a Positive random variable

26

~JI(W) 0.~IW)

Q ({i») <o Vw; . \Ie can find

> 0 ani r2 (W) > ° such that
random variables r1 (~)

\ ) Iaf,lu) < i2.(U)j < ~II(W)

Q~9..(i()) ,,(tv) a1 (W)
\ I ~~;, -e J Ov I~ (eu) ';1(W) <Q, I (W ) " ( W)

Q~I (w) 11 (c.o) <Ct~a((V}rz.( LV)
Thus in the case when n ~ 2, the system (3) has

tsolution. Suppose ".;.i (W) > 0, i ~ 1, .•• ,

1 ~ 1, ..• n. Assume the validity of the SUfficiency part

a Positive
n-j., -e;

I

I
!
I
I
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The following theorem is a random version of Mat-
kowski!s fixed point theorem in the set-up of separable
Banach spaces.

Theorem 2.1 Let Xi ' i=I, ... , n be ser>arableBanach
Spaces and Co.,s4-,r--v)be a complete probability mea-

~
sure space and Ti (W ~Sl.x XIx •.•xXn 7 Xi' {=1, .••, n
be mappings such that
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yU

QI) rlT,lw)(\J ---) X1\) -~,{Lu)(~\)- _.) YNl)A\~za~ (WIH )(.~~~t\
, i . R,:::,\ Jt ~

1 = 1, •••, xk ' Yk E ~,k = 1, •••n,

where the random variables aik (00) are dif~ned by (1)
and (?,) fulfill (4). Then the system of random operator
equations

••• , n

has exactly one random solution (~ (W), ••• , xn (w) ) such
that Xi : ~ ~ Xi is an Xi -valued random variab1e~

oi = 1, .'••,no For any ar\6itrary random variable xi: n ~Xi'
the sequence of successive approximations

m+1 . ty(\. m· . I ( Yl.
(l~) ~ · C l0) -z:Tj (w) ( X I(W) ) - - -) :y:.(Y\(W1) '-m =0) I, - -~) 1:::., - - j

rt .
m

converges a s s and Xi (W) = lim Xi (UJ), i = L, ••• ,n
m~oO

Moreover, there exist positive real-valued random variables
1'"'(lV)==~tW)(XrL(\.U))---)Xfl't(W))>O CiANi 0JY1 ,.3:fi~1<.+

~ ,Awl};Ral- A (uJ) <, o.~), GAArL
~+I m m ( k

t( ?c. (w) -'X ,(w) 11 ~ ['-&CW)] '1 (w)) A =11---j'U.
~ 1 ~

Remarks 1 The proof of this random fixed point theorem
and an a!1pli.cationto an infinite system of random equations
will be published el~ewhere.
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2. When n = 1, the above theorem reduees to the contrac-
tion principle for random oper~tors.

3. It is possible to obtat.n bherandom analogues of the
existence theorems in (2), thereby generalizing the results
of Lee and P~dgett on r~ndom contractors. These will be
presented elsewhere.
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§.TUDYOF MULTIQIMENSION&; DISTRIBUTIONS AHD PROCESSES

*MSOCIATED WITH MULTIPLE DIRICHLET SERIES £ND J.PPLICJ.TION§..

J. Gopala Krislma and K. H.S. Subrahmanyam,
Department of Mathematic~ .a.ndhraUniversity,

lIALTAIR M WO 003. .

BRIEF S~ :

In the first place this work studies the probability
distributions and processes associated with entire Dirichlet
series in one or several complex variables (which essentially·
includes the entire power series as a particular case) so that
certain classical distributions and processes like that of
Poisson are included in the study. The results lead to some
basic growth theorems in one and several complex variables
(which are to be detailed in a paper scheduled for presentation
at the Annual Conference of the Ind. Math. Soc., Dec., 180),
and generalize a number of results known in the special case
of power .series.
MT~l.ILED SUMM .•lliY :

Let f be an entire Dirichlet series in ok, the
cartesian product of k-copies of the complex plane 0 (so that
it converges over the entire Ok), specified by

r ~ Ary1.L . R
T( z) L-o.ry1 e ) V Z =- (2\) - - -) 2~ ,)E C ,

ItEI
where I = Ik is the set of all ordered k-tuples of non-negative
~-~~----------------~-~-------------~-------~-~---------~---~---~-.•Presented by: K.H.S. 8ubrahmanyam.
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integers, the net of coefficients £a0'1' <y1 ~ I.~ is in C,

net of exponents < f.... -== (,~ A n ~-~-, ,\ h)'J /l E1 1\ . 11..,1' ,2.. _ .'Yl,K .

is in IRk (satisfying ~ther conditions detailed below) and .

I f .A n Z I I denotes the formal Hadamard product I I ~ A. .
j::::l n, J

We assume that the net of exponents i An ,11 t;I l
strictly increasing and ~ 1- W =(-t-CO)---I+dJ)i.n IRk i. e.

net is in IRk and is such that Am < A-n wheneverm,

and m <n and "n, j ~ +- 00 as n ~ + 0() for j =1,2,.'
k, where x == (xl'" 0, xIJ < v = (Yl"'" y~ for x, Y E:: IRk

means that x t- y but Xj <. Yj for j = 1, 2, ••• , k (and this

relation restricted to I is understood to be directing the same

during our references to nets indexed by I - confirming to

General To~ology by Kelley, J.~.,Van Nostrand Co., Princeton

( 1955) ) •

tIe also as sums that

~ AJ.1 (,t~\Im, Ii)/ /I A "J < c\-cO
[lMII ~ tCXJ R .

where \121/' denotes ~ \2il ,~'V2ECR
J --=-\ .

Let the supremum modulus M, the maximumterm ~ and the

central index ')):::: ( V I ')- --, )) \Q, ) of f be defined by

M(x,) = sup [ !~(z)1 : L,E e,k ~ ~~ =.(~ z,,~~.,~Zk)C:::~, 1
o (xJ = 'frLrA'X[ 1 Q--r21 € t\"(!X : -n~ I J1

1
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s \y)(lX-_[ 1l.jE I I: IQ." 1t'01 X.= I-'h.)] , l{- pCo > 0

C 0 .-It fAcX) =0

I~ j L.. r-c and 'V)C E IRk.
It is clear that the theory of such Dirichlet series

and

for

includes that of power series in one and several complex variables,
taking A n :::n,V n E: 1. And the extensive literature on
Valiron~iman theory of entire power series in 01 and Ok and that
of entire Dirichlet series in 01and their applications motivate
the present work.

We establish the absolute convergence of the series f and
consider the distributions and processes associated with the
series defined by

L \a le't..'f/X
'Y\ .J

'1\ c:;; I
Let jldencce the mapping over IRk with values as probability
distributions such that the distribution 5'-x' associateq with
X ~ ]<R is t4e discrete distribution over IRk having mass
\ Ov/yU1 i",JL/ F (xJ

fer)

at each n E I.

It is some time convenient to look upon ?! as
describing a multidimensional stochastic process over IRk, the
inter-relations between whose variates at different parametric
points are left un-restricted. We write \ n' for n E I) to

denote the n-th cumulant of J (so that ;\ne x) is the n-th
cumulant of j;:.
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In the special case when A~ :::n, \:j n E I, f is
extensively studied by Gopala Krishna (see, probabilistic
techniques leading to a Valiron-type theorem in several complex
variables, The Annals of Math. stat. Vol.41 (191D) pp.2126-2129)\
and Gopala Krishna and Nagaraja Rao (see, Generalised Inverse
and Probability Techniques and some fundamental growth theorems
in ck, J••Ind. Math. Soc. Vol.41 (1977), pp.203 - 219). This'
work extends all these results to the general context described
above. J"s in the case of the references cfted above we develope
the x relevant versions of Chebyshevts inequality, in k-dimensions'
which involve the centres of mass, the dispersion matrices and
their generalised inverses of the distributions of 5F and
establish a number of relations among the cumulants and the modal
mass of the same. We finally arrive at the following asymptotic
results, in particular :
THEOREM 1. The following tr~ee statements are equivalent :

a. log F is of finite Ritt order, equivalently
/ cI·:~log F(x) 2:::: e as x -7 +00 for some

where eachCX j '7 0;

bo each cumulant of :t is of finite Ritt order;
c. there exists a positive integer p such each cumulmlt of

degree p (i.e., Xn with nl+ •••• +l1c::: p - usually
referred to ast ••• of order pI) is of finite Ritt
order.

; "
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REMARK l. It is observed that in case F itself is of finite
Ritt order (instead of log F) ,.the Dirichlet series under
consideration reduces to a finite summation and all thedistribu-
tions of S have only finitely many posi tive mass points.
THEOREM 2. Let log F be of finite Ritt order. Then the
reciprocal of the modal mass of :J ,viz F/J.L is of finite
Ritt order.
THEORl!M 3. log F(x) /"'.J log J.L ~x), as x ~ +00 when log F

is of finite Ritt order.

REMARK 2. Actually log F'would be of finite Ritt order if the
!

entire Dirichlet series f is of finite Ri tt order i. e. log M is of
finite Ritt order (consistent with the usage in the theory of a
complex variable). But a justification of this would need the.
authors extension of the results of Gopala Krishna and Nagaraja Rao'
(mentioned above). If such extensions are accepted it·further
follows that

log F(x) ~ logM(x) log J.L (x)
as x --7> +-00 , when f is of finite Ri tt order.
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.AN OPTThfUM CONTROL CRITERION FOR A LThlITED CAPJ.CJ;TY QUEUEING SYSTEM.·

N.K. J~IN
Department of Mathematics,

Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra·132119

AASTR.1CT:

The end of this paper is to develop an optimum control
criterion for a single server limited capacity queueing_system with
Poisson arrivals and exponential service time distribution.
To this purpose we obtain the joint distribution of the number
of customers in the system at any time t and the number of
GUStomers lost in time interval (0, tJ, therefrom the distribution·
of the number of customers lost in time interval (o,t=r is
derived explicitly. The expectation and variance of the
distribution are also found explicitly. Some relations between
GN(t) and EN(t) are established which are considered to be
of extra importance for further critical studies of the various
queueing models. The existance and uniqueness of the optimum
number, expressing the cap~city size, is established.

J;NTRODUGTION:

The single server limited capacity queueing system with
POisson arrivals and ex~onential service distribution has widely
been investigated for various important characteristics, viz; the
number of customers in the system at any time t, [21; the number
of transitions made in time interval (0, t.J ,[5"] and the
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number of times the system reached a preassigned capacity in
time interval (o,tj , [3J. This paper deals with the number
of customers lost in time interval (o,t] ; a customer arriving
when the capacity of the system is fully occupied is considered
lost for the system. The study of this characteristic of the
system becomes more important and essential, especially, when
it is desired to control the loss of such customers most
economically. To this end we obtain the joint distribution of
the number of customers in the system at time t and the number

is found explicitly. The expectation and variance for the
distribution are also obtained explicitly. Eventually, we
develop an optimum control criterion for the capacity size of
the system keeping in view the loss of customers for the system.
The existance and uniqueness of the optimum size of the capacity
is established. However, in the way we have established some.
relations among GN(t) , EN(~ and QN,(t) etc. which are of
addi tional importance for further studies of queueing models.
~ODEL

Consider a single server limited capacity queueing system
wi th customers arriving Iat random I at instants to < tl < t2••• ;-

the interarrival times 1\:= t'i+-l-~ (k ~ 0) are independent
random variables having the common distribution function

\ e-" \A. du (0 / U1\ •....... ~ 00) and the service timesM( 11) ::::



-1

i,

[Q It) =f .1.'Y\ - 0 'Y'Y1,1l the probability that there 1
- are m customers in the system 1

Zl(;) ltJ - t\'" at time t, ,.~
'1..YVl/l'l - the probability that the ,

m=0 number of the customers lost i
in time interval (0, t ] is n, :,

j
1
1

,~

I
i
'J

~,
.!

1
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being independent of the interarrival time. The capacity of the
system is N. A customer arriving when there are already N
customers in the system is considered lost for the system. To
this purpose y.le assume that every (N+l) th arrival to the system
is exponentially served at the end of the queue with service
rate v ~ CD , i. e. the customer is lost for the system with
probability one. The server is busy if there is at least one
customer in the system.

Let X(~ and yet) be the random variables denoting the
number of customers in the system at time t and the number of
customers lost in time interval (o,t -=r. The time t is reckoned
from the instant when X( 0) = Y( 0) = o.
DEFINITIONS .:~ND NOT.•l.TIONS

Define
Q Wl, Y1ct) ==?rrJr [X( t) := m I Y ( tJ ::::n.] )0 .( Wl i N+I) 0<n,

Obviously, Q O,Yl (b)"::: [O)/(V (Kronechor I S delta) ,

and

(I)

/'
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•••• ( 2)

- ,•••• (3)

Lx,. :::::::is an operator defined as
~lQ) -

_L?0 f2(X) ::::: -R ii-oJ - fCi -aJ
and ~ \0.,)

lx. == LX L-x - 1--X ~0

~ ((1)bJ C <1 0 ) - ~ (0.) ~( h) ~J)
. Letf*(s) be the Laplace transform (L.T) Of f(t): given a~

\'f*( s)::: S _f41: f( t) dt, Re( s) -J. o,

o
JO INT DISTRIBUTION

tl:: Qo JYl (!::) := - ;..Q 01''' CI:? + \J- G11'P (t) , 0 <- fJIL

cL ({ (fJ = -c<~ ",Ct)+'AQ (-t)+vqm+\>'it),ct t' vYl; Yl VVlI ,l 1M-I J Yl
J _ _ O<'(YL<N.> OLn

J L Q II O( t-) =: - 0( Q" I ('t-) T A Q~lei)
o: L 1'\1 ) f" )0 rv-\) b

vL (~ (t) == _ o: Q (t-) +- \ Q (t) T VQ (t.-) +LtQ {t-),
ot t '-N ,n N /YI. N-I/Y1 N+/) YL ~ I N+l/y\
J _ _ " )-«'rL
~ Q ( t)::= - (V 1-ll)Q - (t') + A Q (iJ <. n. '
d. t-- N+\)11 lV+L 'Y/ N/rL ) 0

- (4-)
where ci := A-+l0 t>
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Taking the L. T. of (4), we have .

,gQ'X- (2,) 00 -Aft" (9,l+LU~;<- (~) +6
0

n' O<'(l.;o .n 6)11 .n )
)\Q~ (.3)= -cler*- (Sh\ct (3)+tJ.q* 131,o"-.VY1zN

l'YhYl. rn ,Yl )'Y/-/ /n YVI+I, 'Y1 0 ~ ru'
-8 QK (~) _

fJ)O
-d Q* (~J -

N'Y\
J

,,&Q* (i)
N+l;n"

-~Q* (~J + I\q* (S!) ~
N)D N-IJO

-cx:Q *(9,) +- 'AQ* IS) +vqlf (J> )+UQT ,~:
N,n / N~Jl'l 1'-l-J-i)Il-) N4-I,Y'::

a~n

-ltJ)

MultiplYing (5) by the appropriate powers of x and summing over n,
.we have

*-- * I- A G10 (X I -3) + U G I C»; ~)+ )

-0( G;:(:(,3) +- A cn~_I(:(' 3) + u,c.:+/ XI ~.

O<Yr} <N
J,G~ (Jq) - - 0( G,~ C 1: I SlH- 0,+Vx) G\:-l (.XI 3) +L-LG~~~'~'

), G * C~ r $») - -( V +LUG * ("L( 3) +A G; ~ ( X 3 -3) ..
N+I N +1 1J _ (10)

J
j
I
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Again multiI-lying (6) by the ap~.ropriate power-s of y and sunmfng

over m, we have

H4( x, y, s) =
-(':t)

Since

Putting the denominator of (~ equal to zero, we have the roots
'2.. ,

(~+d.) ±. A./C(9:.+d..) - 4 1\\A, ]

Here the value of the square root with positive real part is taken,
-t

i. e., o(i(s) has Re(s) > o. 0(1(s) has the positive sign before

the radical.

By Rouche s I theorem it is trivial to show that the denominator of

(7) has exactly one zero with absolute value -<: 1. This zero must

be . 0( 2( s) ai.nce I (/.2( s) I < I 0(1(s) I and there is no zero

on I y I = 1 ~see [6J, P 89). Letting <Xi(s) ;; 0(1' we have

«\o(~ = (2 , .2. = - A (l- Ol~.) (1- 0( ,)

whereo =: ;[,,/tt
Since H*(x,y;s) is a polynomial in y, therefore, for H*(x,y;s)

to remain finite, the numerator of (7) must vanish fordi,i = 1,2., .
- )I~ N+I *""i.e. u.(I-ct,) cn*(x,'~)+A[V(G\A-X)+A<x_{.(o.)-I:.J «: C, (X,'iJ)!(2J+JI\-u.'j

). 0 -t N
rJ..G - (q)

-{
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A.nd we get

GoltN+1(x, s)

Taking limit v -3'> CD, we see that GN+1Cx,s) ::: 0, and

N
H*( .) '\ (1 ~ A rn.. x,Y, s ::: L \J1

m
(X, 3)r~

M=:O N+I ~
'2j -+ uJ I-d) G1;C )c.) ~) - ~(~ -x) 21 GtN (:{" 1»
--------------.(13)

OJ. .! A'd + (~-I) (tt-~~)
G*oCx,. s)::: ,L (-I)'(0. '-J-.) /'i N 1 -

t= I . 8--'\ Vl-R-q (f 4)

/
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'Where
m .rt\v;m) = a I - ct ~ ,

T(m) = V (ty1 t1) - P-~V{Y(I),
j

1,,
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Where

p ==2[(j+l)+k(N+2)] -[m-r-i+t],

q::: 2 [( .l+1) (N+ 1) + k( N+2)J -Cnt- i - t+ 1J,
R= ~Cl1'

(a,b,c, •• ) a b c
I - I - I I

(i,j,k, •• ) i==o j=o k=o

Using the Erde1yi tables [lJ, we have the inverse L.TIs of (21)

and (22)

~YYl o (!:-)-=,

and
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Note that
( 2v/z) lIe z) = Iv_l (z) - 1"+1( z) •

N{}1BER OF CUSTOHERS LOST- .

putting y =~, in (13), we obtain
H*C x, 1; s) = (1/ s) [ 1+

For x = 0, (26) gives.
\X ,~fX~ ., (

Q* o( s) = (1/ s) [ -1- :.J - ~ t)
• , ~ t'-+ , ) \:{ '" +1L (-\) (1-ex I+ 7~ f). -1

·i=l.
Differentiating (26), n times Idth respect to x, setting x = 0 and
simplifying, we get

here 1'= (2j+l) (N+2)+(i-k).

~----"-----'----~---"'-" - --. - - --- ------------
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Expectation!
Let.GN(t) be the expected number of customers lost in

time interval (o,t 1 when the capacity of the system is N.
. 00 + {

GN( t) ::: \ ~ IroN -J s (t- -W)/IV
C

~ (aVAl,L 'W) lfol.WoLW l-:
R=O 0 ~ 1,1) _ 03)

fropertie§:

Then

( 1.)

- (34)

= A QN (t).,.
since

( 2)

Let EN(t) "be the expected number of times the system reaches
its capacity N in time interval (0, tJ. Then
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where

(1) Differentating (27), v; r. t, t, we have
/1 -2 / ~

GN(t) + j) GN(t) = / QN-l, (t), ("3q)

Using (34) and (36) in (39), we can get QN-l,. (t) explicitly.

(ii) From (3~, clearly

~(t) < jl~(t), 0 < t <00 l4o)
:- hence ~'( t) is an Upper bound of GNC,t)•

~iii) EVidently,

I EN( t) ...~-2GN(t) I < 1"
or IA EN(t) - Ll GN(t) \ < A , ••• (41)

(i v) lim [ENe t) - ~-2GN( t) ] = A QN, • ••• (42)t -)C()

where

QN :: The steady state probability that there are,.,
N customers in the system.

(v) If QN ,& exists, then in any interval (tl,t~, we have

GN(t2-t1) = (t2-tl) \ QN,. , - l4-3}
Similarly, we have

~~ t2-tl) == \ t2-tl) \' QN-J., • '
Therefore, (43) and (44) give

t") .

GN( t2 •.•t~ :::~~N( t2-t1)

••• ( 44)

••• (45)
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(3) Rep Lacf.ng N by N+k, k :::1,2,3, •••• , in GN~ t), we see
GN+k(~ is a monotonically decreasing function of k, i.e.

GN+k~ t) > GN+k+1~t)
and lim GN+ k( t) :::0k-)co
Variance

that

••• (46)

(47)•••

Let VN(t) be the variance of the distribution of the number
of customers lost in time interval (o,t], when the capacity of
the system is N•.
1Ie know that M J

0/&);. ~ n(n-l) Q. ,n(t) + ~(t)[l-GN(t) 1,..(41
:i1explici tly it su.ffices to calculate the first .>Now, to obtain VN( t)

term on the right hand side of (48), Since the second term is
already known. Therefore

00 . 00
L n(n-I) Q n( t) :::(1/A) GN~ t)- A k:::L 0 ~ N-2(k+l)n:::2 •,

X st (t-w) L~ -N,-1,-1)Ih( 2"~1At w) e....o(wdw••(49)
oOPTIMUM CONTROL CRITERION

Let 01 be the average cost associated with each customer and
C2be the average cost associated with each additional capacity
unit provided to the system for a unit time. Then

0lGN+k(t) :::The expected cost incurred when the capacity
of the system is N+k,

:::The expected cost incurred on account of the
k additional capacity units provided to thesystem for time t.

1
,~

1
·1
t
1
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Now, it is:rofitable to provide k additional capacity units to

the system only if

----------------------, ( ED)
kt

Define a cost function

C 51)

-wi th the conat rat.nt that the capacity of the system cannot be

less than N(a pre-assigned capacity)~

Now we are interest~ in finding a number kErN =[1,2, •.• ]
such that Z( k) is nunLmumL, e.

Z(k+l).. Z(k) _Z Z(k-l)

or GN+k_l(t) - GN+k+l(t) > Ct

GN+kCt) - GN+k+1Ct) < Ct

••• ( 52)

T,he~k r;; IN and sat-i!5fy:Lpg (92) is s-aid: to be, tihe 9ptimurnk and is

denoted 'py ~o"- r;rhls ko,provides t~e optimum control of the

cus t.omer-s,
......... ~, "" -..., _ - .•........ >'41-:

- \

-, ,GNC t) - GN+l(· t;) > Ct > 0 ,

Proofl;..: " See _.1

••• (53)

Numerical Ill,ustration:

The p~pose of this section of the paper is to illustrate,
. ~ ' .. ," ..

numerically, the use of qur theoretical study by taking various

parameters arbitrarily. The computed values of EN+kCt) ,
. . -" - ~ ~

GN+k(t~_~~d QN+k,a (t) are (Siven in the table be Low,
: :. '''''.' I. ..! •.-

N = 4, k =,1,2,.o •• ,5~ t =..10 units, It = 3.2

Here

.•..

·
··Ii.".-

"'

f~
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TABLE
~---~~--~------~-~------------------~-------------------------------------------------~~-~

E
N

+
k(t)

i3-%
N

+kC
t)

G
(t)

N
+k,•

~~-----------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------
k\('

3.4
3.2

3.0
3.4

3.2
3.0

3.4,
3.2

3.0
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-~~

1
1.3140

1.1247
0.9428

1.2655
1.0831

0.9047
0.0485

0.0416
0.0381

2.
1.0551

0.8769
O

.(t)97
1.0128

0.8416
0.6787

0.04ro
0.0353

0.0310

3.
0.8626

o,6943
0.5411

0.8249
0.6637

0.5153
0.0377

0.0306
0.0258

4.
O

.'ib30
0.5471

0.4099
0.6E

?92
0.5205

0.3885
0.0338

0.0266
0.0214

m
5.

0.5668
0.4262

0.3070
0.5369

0.4034
0.2894

0.0299
0.0228

0.0176

6.
0.453)

0.3283
0.2272

0.4258
0.3090

0.2130
0.0262

0.0193
0.0142

--------------------------------------'----------------------------------------------------
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It is quite evident from the table that the values of ~+k(t),
GN+k( t) and QN+k,. (t) are de cr-e as.i.ng (increasing) as the k is
increasing (decreasing). Horeover, these values behave in accordance
with A • Also, clearly, GN+k(~ is a monotonically decreasing
runcta.on of k,

Remarks:
It may specifically be mentioned that with the use of the

equation (37), GNC t), ENe t) and QN,. (t) may easily .be comput ed
for given any two of the three and' A ,L(,. Also the criterion
provides us a tool to find the optimum capacity size for the
system such that the loss of the customers is most economical.
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STOCHASTIC INTERPR&TATION OF van LEEUVmN THEOREM ON THE ABSENCE
OF DIAMAGNETISH IN CLASSICiiL ELECTRON GAS. •

Ja..M. J.!l.Y.1NNAV.•lR and N. KUMJ1.R
Department of,Physics, Indian Institute of Science,

Bangalore 560 012, India.

JillSTRJ..CT:
Following a real space-time approach based un the

stochastic Langevin equation, we have ex9mined explicitly
the role of confineoent'in causing the orbital diamagnetism
of a classical system of charged particles in equili bnLum,
Our results reaffirm the absence of diamagnetism in such a
system even for arbitrarily weak confinement, and thus
complement the classic theorem due to van Leeuwen. The present
treatment also predi cts an experimentally verifiable transient
effect namely flux expulsion associated with the abrupt insulator -
to - semimetal transition, induced by pressure, in the presence
of static magnetic field.

The equilibrium statistical mechanics.of a classical system
of charged particles in an external magnetic field was treated
by van Leeuwen 1) in a now classic paper in which she had
demonstr~ted the absence of orbital diamagnetism in such a system
in general. The essential point of the proof of the theorem is that

~-~-~--------~---------------------------------------------------
~ Presented by : ~.M. JAYANN~V~
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the parti tiun function becomes independent ofehe magne t.i c field
implying vanishing susceptibility, and hence the absence of
diamagnetisn. This can readily be seen by recalling that the

~ -7-
magnetic field B, or equivalently the vector potential A, can
be incorporated in the Hru~ltonian by the canonical replacement

07 (-7 .....::;.)P -7 P --~ f\ . 0 Thus the vector potenti8;l disappears when
the momenta are integrated over in the evaluation of the partition
function. (This partial tracing over the Domenta is, of course,

I

not possi bl,ein a quantum mechanical tr"eatraentowing to the
commutation problem) •. The demonstrated absence of the classical
diamagnetism is, however, somewhat paradoxical in as much as each
particle must trace a cyclotron orbit and, therefore, contribute

- \ \ -7-7the diamagnetic moment of the type (- e /2c) (v x r).

This was resolved by Lorentz2) by noting that the cuspidal orbits

of the electron skipping the boundary generate a paramagnetic
moment eq~al and opposite to that due to the carriers in the
bulk. The statistical mechanical treatment of van Leeuwen,
however, makes no appeal to such a boundary effecto This may
at once be taken as the strength and the weakness of the
equilibrium statistical mechanical approacho The purpose of
this paper is thus two-fold~ First, to make explicit the role
of the confinement (boundar0 via a real space-time approach,
and secondly to study the effect of a finite life-time of the
carriers. Our main results are that (i) the equilibrium orbital
magnetic moment of a classical but unbounded system of charged
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particles is non-zero, (ii) on the introduction of a confining
potential, however weak , the equilibrium diamagnetism vanishes, and-' ,-.r;., .

stays zero for arbitrarily weak conf'Lneraent , that is even in the limit
as the strength of the confining potential tends to zero. This
should imply that a confinement, or equivalently a boundary,

»

is required only virtually.. This is presumably implicit but
obscured in any equilibrium statistical I!1echanicaltreatment,
such as the one due to van Leeuwen. In this real space-time

I approach we shall follow the ltime-dependent statistical
mechanics! ~ ~ Langevin3). We shall first consider the case
of an infinitely extended system without any confining' potential,
i.eo, no boundary. Consider the stochastic evolutioh of a
classical system of identical charged particles e.g. a non-degenerate
electron gas, each having mass m and charge -, e\ in the
presence of a uniform external m~gnetic field of magnitude Bo
directlid along the positive. z-axt s, The motion of an arbitrarily
chosen 'test1 particle in ,the plane perpe~dicular to the field

. . 3is described by the Langevin equation
•• -1'% ~B ~+-t ltJmx ::: Coy- ••• (1)

•• I' · I~I 80;' +- +";\(1:)mY ::: - ~ + ••• ( 2)

where the fluctuating randon force-field fo((t) is a gaussian
white-noise process, i.e.,

~•• (3a)
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with ~,~ = x,y. Here

A. = 2KBT )' 1m2 ••• ( 3b)

to ensure asymptotic thermalization, i.e.,

~ I'lL < X 2-> == ~ yYI < ~ 2.) =: ~ KlS'T
as t -7 00. Here the angular bracket denotes subsemble

average for an arbitrary chosen initial condition, namely

0 o' r f.sx = uo~ y= Vo at t =0. the frictional coefficient.

Multiplying Eq,' ( 2) by i(= .J:i) and adding to ,Eq. (1) , we get

00 0

z = - p ~ + F( t) ,

where i3 ~ ( tV -r- - i uJ c ), with0'l':::

the cyclotron frequency, and F(t) =

••• (4) ,

r/m and CiJ ::: le lBo/me~ ,

(11m) [fx(t) + i fy(t) ]

We note that z :::X + iy occurs holomorphically in Eq. (4).

This simplifies the problem considerably. The quantity of, ,

i.pterest is. the magnetic moment
.• _,.. -;. ", ~. ,-'I' ,

lel,< ---7 ~)<m C tJ) :::;>:. IT V X, -:::: "it;'II "

••• ( 5)

where,:(m denot~s Lmagi.nary part ,of the expression that follows.

Formal solution of Eq. (4) can be written as., "'.+ 1)" ,

, l ,:Z; (1-':' e ~t) ~Sd:-rt e (3'l1}i r; e{3 ~F(l~) ••• ( 6)

$ C 0
wher-e we have , without loss of gene:rali ty, assumed the,

particle to be Lrri tially at _the origin. o
Here zo = Uo + ivp •

. ..... ~.



From Eqs. (5) and (6) and recalling .that;

we get

o ••• (1)

I t is readily seen now that'( In( t) > tends to a non-zero

value as t -7" CD. More explicitly, the magnetic momentper particle

in equili bri um,

-Ie I l<eTWe
vYL C ( u) 2.+ u.> '2..)

T C

••• (8)

This clearly shows that for anbounded classical system of

charged particles, one indeed has a non-zero, in fact very large,

diamagnetic susceptibility. This result brings into sharp focus

the question of boundedness of the system.

~e will now examine explicitly the effect of confinement

by introducing a confining potential. For simplicity we shall

take it to be a harmonic potential ~ ~ ()J2..(X~ +'\,/7") where .
• • 0\0 1,J 'l

2
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summation runS over all the particles. Now Eq.(4) for the
arbi trarily chosen particle gets modified to

••• (9)

where the meaning of the various terms remains unchanged.
Proceeding as before, the expression for the magnetic moment
for non-zero W now turns out to be

Zm(t)j -Ie I r; i 12.0(2 r. *
~t m L."(rtif'.t ) (fA.~ _ P:2*) Lr' -0- XF (V', -t-fL, ) t +",
r-: eXr (~'1- +jJv;)1:- - f2.eXrOJv; -l-~z.)t_fl,expqL2.-4-I-t,)t1+
-to r jL,* - .QXP (~I*+ ~)t + P~ X

(rl-~Q.)(IJ-~~P.~) ( ~\ +~l) (fA2.+fA2)

. .exp (1i-1'+ Ih) t - ~ Q,Xr(flt +\h)t - rt~ QXr(It1r+<Jg~
I J) _ I 4 1. k (J1~+~.z) I eV'-,,+rt,) j
whQt(t f, =: -~ ~ +( ~/4- - W ) ~ rt 2=: - & ~ -( ~/4_wJ..)~ ~ ==- u KBTuJ7/rffU )

It can readily be seen that the expression in Bq, (iO) does -- -(10 I

varify thai; < m( t) goes to zero as t tends to infinity in
conformity ,nth the van Leeuwen theorem. ~Lat is remarkable
is that this remains true for arbitrarily small, but non-zero,
value of the confining potential, L,e., arbitrary small to •

The order of limits is, however, important. Indeed, one
verifies

Lim
uJ 7>0

(Lim <m(t) ) -=.;..
Lt. -7> G()

o ••• (lla)

but (Lf.m (m( t) » + 0
0..)-"70() •

•• ~(llb)
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Since the limit t ~ 00 corresponds to equilibrium the
Jimi ts in Eq. (lla) only are physically meaningful. Thi s order
of limits is physically quite understandable in that only for
t >'> l-'/mw does the particle sense the confinement.
This is an exact result. The conceptually important point
to note here is that (m( t) ~ 0 as t ~ CD for arbitrarily
small w. This implies that confinement is necessary only
vertually. This is presumably subsumed in the statistical
mechanical treatment of van Leeuwen. It must be noted that
the arbitrarily chosen ini tial value Izol2= u; + v~' in

Eq. (10)

< Zo) 2

should be replaced by the thermal average, i.e.

This is so because the stochastic
evolution. is regarded as an ongoing process having started in
the infinite past.

The e~~'plicittime dependance of <m(t) given by
Bq, (10) has an observable significance for the following
rather interesting experimental situation •. We cons:lder an
insulator undergoing a pressure induced discontinuous insulator-to-
semimetal (or semiconducto~ transition in the presence of a
static external magnetic field •. Here the system of charged
carriers is effectively created at time t == 0 and the induced
orbital magnetic moment should evolve essentially according
to Eq. (10) starting witu < m( t)> == 0 at t == 0 and approaching
equilibrium value <m(t)> == 0 asymptotically as t -7 <D.

We suggest such a transient experiment in which diamagnetism will
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manifest as expulsion of static magnetic flux threading the
sample.
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ON THE CQNGEPTS OF PROBABILITY IN CLitSSICAL .A1\fDQUAI~TUMTHEORIES,

:AND AN .il6ERN:~TIVE INTERPRET,,:l.TION OF QU..lliTUMTHEORY.

P. NUTH.dKKI
Department of Physic~l .

Andhra University, Waltair, (~) 500 003, India.

J.BSTR.:H~T :

As a fundamental principle, we assume that (D similar
phenomena in similar circumstances proceed in similar manner.
~ special case of (I) is that same phenomena in same circumstances
proceed in same manner. Hence, any physical phenomenon in its
associated circumstances proceeds only in one manner, i.e. ~ it
takes only one course of action. Thus, (i) physical phenomena
are governed by the laws of certainties, and not of chance
(probabilities). Hence, the concept that the experimental
appar~tus selects out of a large number of possibilities one of
actuality ::'sincorrect; it maJ only change the course of action.
The probability description (such as any toss or all tosses of
a perfect coin have the equal probability to get the head and
tail, etc.) is incorrect. On the otherhand, the statistical
description (such as the tosses and the circumstances favour
the outcome of approximately the same number of heads and
tails in a large number of tosses, etc.) is correct; it is an
incomplete description. Uncertainties consist of physical and
nonphysical parts; only the former plays part in physical
phenomen~. The later is actually zero, but takes in general
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~inite values. The mathematical quantities in the so-called
'configuration space, etc., correspond, either directly or
indirectly to real physical quantities in the 3-dim~nsional
physical world. Hence, the concept of such spaces, etc., are
incorrect. It is a secondary point to know whether one can
construct a.complete theory in a given case. The primary point
is to recognise the correctness of the general principles such
as (I) and their consequences such as (i). The principle (I)
also plays a fundament~l role in the proposed alternative
interpretation of special and general relati vity theories.
1. JNTRODUCTION:

In previous considerations~ 1), an alternative interpretation
J

of special relativity, general relativity and quantum theories
is proposed, basing on common principles. This is further
developed Lere as regards the (~uantum theory. .The presently
accepted interpretation of the quantum theory and some proposed
alternative interpretations along with their references can be
found, for example, in refs. (2), (3) and so on. It is gratifying
to know that some of the ideas expressed here are similar to the
ones given in these references.

Some of the implicit or explicit statements (abbreviated
hereafter as sts.) of the presently accepted interpretation of
the quantum theory are as follows :
(A.) The same thing need not happen under the same conditions.
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(B) The probability is a new kr.nd of tI objectIve " physical
reality and it is closely related to the concept of possibility,

\

probability wave is related to an individual process and can
'be conceived as representing a statistical assembly only in so
far as the experiment concerned can be repeated as often as
desired.
(G) The individual and large number of physical phenomena are
governed by the laws of chance (probabilities).
(D) The description of physical phenomena in terms of probabilities
is a complete description.
(E) Uncertainties are inherent in Nature.
(~ Matter, sayan electron, exhi bits some times particles aspects
and at other times wave aspects,and so on.

We shall state later some more points of the usual interpreta-
tion and discuss them as we go along. It may be noted here that
the usual sts, (A) - (F) are inter-dependent. For example, (C) is
valid if (A) is valid, and vice versa, and so on.

2. THE PRINCIPLE OF PHYSICAL PHENOMENil.

AS a fundamental law of Nature, we assume that (I) similar
phenomena in similar circumstances proceed in similar manner.
Some special cases of (I) are that (1) equivalent phenomena
in equivalent circumstances proceed in equivalent manner,

-~(2) same phenomena in same circumstances proceed in some
manner, etc. The st. (I) can also be stated in another way:
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The laws 0:'"' similar phenomena ~~ similar cLr-ctrns tance s take the
same mathematical form. It may be noted that (I) includes
the principle of causality, et c, The st. (1), whi.ch may be
called the Principle of Physical Phenomena, is true for every
physical propertyo It is true even for the so-called random
motions, fluctuations, etco

To start vii th, let us note that ve use the term process
in a broad sense. For example, an electron (or a clock) may be
considered as a pro.cess or a bundle of processes, depending upon
the case we consider. Moreover, when ~~ say-that a process
proceeds (developes) ~ we mean that it is actual, i.e., something
that happens, !I{hateverthat happens is covered by the term
proceeds ••

It is well knovm that there are many physical processes
in the universe interacting with each other.. Any physical process
is in interaction with some other physical processes. The processes
which influence a given process (in the time interval llilder
consideratio~ may be considered as circumstances associated with
that process.. Thus, any physical process (between any two instants)
is associated with a set of cLrcumstance s, It is incorrect to
consider a physical process \flthout its associated circumstances.
For, it is in,interaction with the circumstances. There is no such
thing as a physical process that is free from or independent of its
associated circmlistances. The development of a physical process
in its associated circumstances is always to be considered, to be
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specific, b~tween two instants. The time interval is an important
factor. In what follows, we always assume some circumstances and
some time interval irrespective of whether they are mentioned
explicitly or not.

It may be noted that we generally make relative comparision
of physical processes. In this case, it may be sufficient to tlli~e
into accoun~ only those circumstances that influence the relative
comparision of physical processes under investigation. Of course,
the circumstances are not-static, but change with time. The
interaction of the process with the circumstances changes not
only the process, but also the circumstances. It is \~ll known
that the experimental apparatus influence the process under
investigation. Thus, whenever measurements are made, one has to
include the apparatus also in the circumstances. One has to take
into account all such factors.

Let 1:...3 now consider two proce sses PI' P2 in their associated
circumstances Cl, C2 respectively, for convenience, between the
same two (events) instants T. and Tf The .Lde a is to see whether

l •

the processes PI' P2 in their associated circumstances Cl, 02
proceed in the same manner between Ti and Tf or not, when the
processes PI' P2 are (a) the same in every respect at Ti' and
the circumstances C1, C2 are (b) the same in every respect at Ti

and (c) change by the same (external) factors at any instant
between Ti and Tf• One may combine (b) and (c), and say that
the circumstances Cr, C2 are the same at any instant between



Ti and Tfe If one or more of (~-(c) are not satisfied, then
the 'processes Pl' P2 cannot obviously proceed in the same
manner; there is nothing special about itD Since it is
incorr:ect to consider a physical process without its associated
circumstances, it is necessary to satisfy (b) for the validity
of (a), and vice versa. Hence, (a)-Cc) are satisfied only if,
at any instant betwee~ Ti and Tf, the interaction of PI with 01

is the same in every respect as the interaction of P2 with C2-
Thus, tmless the above conditions are satisfied, it is incorrect

-,

to say that Pl' P2 are the same and Cl, C2 are the·same. If the
above conditions are satisfied, then PI' P2 are the same and
01' C2 are the same, and they proceed in the same manner. If
they do not proceed in the same manner, then one or more of the
above conditions are not satisfied and they are not the same,
In any casC',the usual st. (..4.) is incorrect.
3. THE LAWS OF CERTAINTIES

From the above discussion we see that the same physical
process in the same circumstances proceeds in the same manner,
Thus, (3) any physical process in its associated circumstances
prDceeds only in one manner, i.e., it t~kGS only one course of
action. The course of action followed is, for example, the
motion of a particle in a straight line or in a zig-zag path.
The point is that the same path is followed whenever everything
is exactly the same.

Let us now consider the probability statement that (~ in
any single toss of a perfect coin, the probability -to get the
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head is Ph = 0.5, and the probability to get the tail is Pt :::0.5,
L, e., there is equal probability to get the head and tail;C1the
head and tail are equally likely. If the toss and its associated
circumstances between the two instants Ti and Tf of the
beginning and the end of the toss favour equally the head and
tail, then such a probability statement is correct. In this
case, we would get neither a head nor a tail. This is not
what happens. The correct statement is that (a') the toss
and its associated circumstances between the two instants Ti
and Tf favour the outcome of one and not the other; as a result,
it has a certainty to happen in one way and not in the other
way. Thus, in any given toss in its associated circumstances
between Ti and Tf, the coin takes only one course of action.
The course of action followed is the one that happens between
Ti andTf• A motion picture of the coin as it moves between Ti
and Tf gives approximately the course of action followed by
the coin. The important point is to consider the net effect
of the entire course of action of the toss and its associated
circumstances be-tween Ti and Tf• They favour, as mentioned
before, the outcome of the one and not the other. Hence, in any
case, the probability St. (a) is incorrect. Similarly, the
probability statement that (b) all tosseS2 of a perfect coin
have the same probability to get the head and tail is incorrect.
The st. (~ becomes correct if all the tosses and their associated
circumstances are the same, and they favour equally the head and
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tail. The r act is that the tosses and the odrcumstance s are
not the same, but generally drifferent (similar). The correct
statement is that (bt") the tosses and the circumstances favour
the outcome of 'approximately the same number of heads and tails
in a large number of tosses. The different tosses In their
different associated c.lrcums tance s are such that there is
certainty to get head in one toss, tail in the other, and so on.
The final result is that the number of heads and tails are
approximately the .same in a large number of tosses. Thus, the
correct meaning one can attach to the quantities Ph ~0.5 and
Pt = 0.5 is that (bt1) in a large number of tosses n, the
number of heads, nh, is approximately nPh and the number of 'tails,
nt' is approxi.ma teLy nPt. Hence, the quanti ties Ph and P t refer
to the happening of a large number of cases, not in the sense of
the incorrect probability concept (~, but in the sense of the
correct statistical concept (btl). Thus, the above quantities
cannot refer to the happening of an individual case.
Contrary to the usual interpretation, this is so irrespective
of whether one tries to verify it experimentally or not. The only
difference is that when measurements are made in a large number of
cases as required, one gets approximately the same number of
heads and tails, confirming the st., (bl t), otherwise it remains
as an unverified statement.

The generalization of the above discussion to the case where
the processes happen in m ways is obtained from Pi wher-e i goes
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from 1 to In. Instead of calling Pi the probabilities, one may
simply call them the statistical factors.

Let us now consider the probability statement that at any
instant, all the atoms in a radioactive substance have the same
probability to decay. As before, such a probability statement
is correct if. the state of ail the atoms and their associated
circumstances are identical in all respects. In this case, all
the atoms decay at the same time. But this is not the case. The
different atoms have certainties to decay at different times.
The fact that the different atoms decay at different times means
that either the atoms are not in the same stage of development
in the process of decay at the given instant or the circumstances
they encounter during the time interval under consideration
are different or both. Hence, in any case, the above probability
statement is incorrect.

One nay say that the toss and the circumstances favour, say,

the head slightly more than the tail in a toss. In order
to see the incorrectness of this arg~ment, let us consider a
(hyPothetical) case of a heavily loaded coin (or of a process)
for which Pt is, say, 0.7 and Ph= 0.3. Now the usual statement
is that in any toss of this COin, the probability to get the
head is 0.7 and the probability to get the tail is 0.3. This
is correct if the toss and the circumstances in any toss
favour the head more than the tail by the factor 0.7/0.3. In
this case we should get the head all the time. This is not
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what happens. Favouring the head or tail slightly more or
slightly less is not going to alter these conclusions. Hence
the above statements are incorrect.

One may say that possibilities or probabilities do not
exist in Nature, but they exist in our knowLe dge (predictions)
of NatureG Our knowledge should, as far as possible, be in
accordance, but not in contradiction, with Nature. Instead of
saying incorrectly that i,nany toss of a perfect coin there
is equal (or, more or less equal) probability to get the head
and tail, etc, one should say that in any toss, there is
certainty to happen in one way and not in the other way,

,
and in similar circumstances involving large number of tosses,
one gets approximately equal number of heads and tails, etc.

One may say that the expression I I probabili ty of an everrt "

simply means the number of cases where this event happens devided
by the total number of cases. Now, any event can only happen once.
Hence, the expression ~ the number of cases where this event
happensl' is incorrect~ One may replace the term l'this eventt!

by I 'this type of events I I in the above expression. In tr~s case,,
the result is not the probability of an event, but the probability
of one type of events. Hence, one may say that the probability
of a type of events means the number of case s where this type
of events happen chvided by the total number of cases. For'
example, one may say that the probability of getting heads, Ph'
in a large number of tosses on an average is the number of
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heads, nh, 1ivided by the total number of tosses, n. Nothing
much will be g~ined by the use of the word probability here.
At any rate, the above probability concept refers not to an
individual process, but to a large number o£ processes of
different types. Moreover, one should at least say that the
probability concept is an approximation to reality. In
this case, such an approximation should be incorporated in the
probabili ty statements. On the otherhand , the statistical
sts. (b1), (b1 I), etc. contain explicitly the concept of
appr-oxi.matn.on, -as they should. .At any rate, "\ITe consider that
the probability concept is incorrect, irrespective of whether
it refers to an individual case or to a large number of cases.

-,~,', If the same physical process in the same circumstances proceeds
in different ways at different times, then one may say that

'the concept of probability is correct and the physical phenomena
are governed by the Laws of chance (probabilities). Since the
same physical process in the same circumstances proceeds in the
same manner at all times, the concept of probability is incorrect,
and the physical phenomena are governed by the Laws of
certainties and not of chance (probabilities).

"Jiemake a distinction between probability and statistical
concepts. Wlnle the probability description (such as (a), (b),
etc.) is incorrect, the statistical description (such as (bl),

(bIt), et~ is correct. The other point is that the statistical
description is an approximate and incomplete descr-Lptf.on,
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Any theory 0ased on it is an approximate and incomplete theory.
A complete theory takes into aCCOQDt every factor of the
physical processes and of their associated circUlIlstances,and
gives the information of the ways in which the processes
proceed, etc. Thus a complete theory of our previous examples
tells us exactly (and not approximate10 how. many heads and
tails one gets in a given nUlIlberof tosses in their associated
circumstances, and at what instants the atoms in the radioactive
sUbstance decay, etc. Whether it is possible to construct a
complete theory or not is a different matter. The point pere is
that the usual Sts. (B)-CD) are, in any case, incorrect.

, 4. PARTICLES AND .WAVES.
~-

Before taking up the usual St. (E), let us first consider
the usual St. (F), viz. an electron, for example, behaves some
times like a particle and at other times like H wave (wave-
p article dualism).

(i) Ji.S an example, let us consider an idealized electron
diffraction experiment involving a source of electrons, a
diaphragm with t.wo slits and a screen. The interference pattern
appears when a large nUlIlberof electrons are accumulated at the
screen. The intensity of the electron beam at ffilY time during
the experiment is not important for the final appearance of
the interferance pattern. Thus, this is true even when only one
electron at a time is in transit between the source and the screen.
Now, according to the usual interpretation, we have the following
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situation: When measurements are made soon after the slits,
one finds that an electron comes either through the slit 1
'tr slit 2. In t.his case of measurements,the interference pattern '..
disappears. When no measurements are made soon after the
slits, the interference pattern appears. In this case, the
wave packet representing the electron goes through both the
slits at once. The interference pattern comes about by linear
superposition of the wave packets. Thus, the interference
pattern appears if the electron goes through both the slits at

~.....

once. Hence, when no measurement s are made soon after the slits,
it is incorrect to say that the electron goes either through
the slit 1 or slit 2, and if one says that and starts to make deduc-
tion from the statement, then he will make errors in the analysis.
Thus, according to the usual interpretation, (a) when measured
soon after the slits, the electron comes either through the
slit 1 or slit 2, and when not measured, the electron goes
through both the slits at once. It is, of course, understandable
that the measurements C2.Il influence the objects Under measurement.
But it seems that this cannot ,help the us~al interpretation in
explaining the st. (a). Hence, the st. (a) is still rightly
to be considered as a paradox.

(ii) J4S· another example, let us consider the incidence
of a l'photon1 I on a semi-transparent mirror. The usual

/",interpretation gives the follOwing description: .On reaching
the semi-transparent mirror, the wave packet representing the
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photon decomposes into two wave packets, a reflected packet and
a transmitted packet. It is incorrect to say that on reaching
the mirror, the photon makes a choice between the reflected
packet and the transmitted packet. After a sufficient time
the two packets will be'seperated by any distance desired. By
placing a reflecting mirror at a suitable position, one gets
interference effects between the!two packets. If, instead of
the reflecting r~rror, two photographic plates are placed at
the reflected and transmitted packets, then the photon appears
in one of the,two packets •. Thus, one is oblized to say
in the usual interpretation~ that (~ in one case, the photon
is present (in a potential state) in both the packets, and in
the other case, it shows its presence only in one of the two
packets. I t is very difficult to explain the st. (b). Hence ,
this is to be considered as another paradox. We consider that
the situation is much more serious than the Sts. (a) and (b).

(iii) according to the usual st. (F), an electron behaves
sometimes like a particle and at other times 4ke a wave packet.
The usual interpretation assumes that the wave packet, in general,
moves, changes its size and shape, i.e., it spreads. It decomposes,
depending upon the case, into t,,·10or more parts which can be
seperated by any distance desired, etc. Now, when the electron
behaves like a particle, there is no particle other than the
electron. Similarly, when the electron behaves like a wave packet,
there is no wave packet other than the electron except for
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errors, about which we talk later. There are no two physical
things, one electron and one wave packet (or particle). There
is only one physical thing in the usual interpretation, viz, the
electron. Hence, if one assumes that when the vesre packet
representing the electron goes through both the slits at once,
spreads and decomposes into two or more parts, etc, which
play part in the development of physical phenomena, then one
should say that the electron goes through both the slits at
once, spreads .and decomposes into two or more parts, etc.
The electron that has spread out, etc, should somehow show its
presence in a smaller VOlUl1B when measured. These considerations
will naturally lead to many difficulties. Hence, it is incorrect
to say that the electron behaves sometLilleslike a particle and
at other times like a wave packet with the physical properties
that the wave packet spreads, etc.

(iv) The usual interpretation assumes that the electron
exists in a potential state throughout the volume of the wave
packet. There is a definite probability of finding the electron
in every region of the wave packet. If an experiment yields the
result that the electron is in one region of the wave packet,
then the probability of finding the electron in every other region
of the wave packet immediately becomes zero. The experiment at
the region of the wave packet where the electron is found thus
exerts a kind of action (reduction of wave packet) at every
other region of the wave packet. This action is propagated
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instantly with a velocity gre~ter than the velocity of light.
The experiment singles out of a large number of possibilities
one of which is the one wrdch has happened. If the wave packet
spreads and decomposes into two or more packets, then the above·
considerations are applicable for all the packets.

Thus, in .the usual interpretation, something happens or
becomes actual only when a measurement is made. One is, in

,
general, not permitted to say what happens between measurements
and when no measurements are made at all. Between meas.urements,
only possibilities, probabilities, potential states, etc, exist.
The experiment singles out of a large number of possibilities
one of actuality, etc.

Now, as mentioned before, the experimental apparatus is
a part of the circumstances. The electron at any instant in its
associated circumstances proceeds only in one ~ffiY. This, at
any instant, is actual, L, e'. something that happens irrespective
of whether we make any measurements or not. There are no
possibilities or probabilities or potential states at any time,
either before or after the introduction of the apparatus in the
circumstances. The electron proceeds in one vlay when the apparatus
is not included in the car-cums tances'[ now, it is possible that
the electron proceeds in another way when the apparatus in included
in the circumstancese The apparatus can only change from one
course of action to another course of action. The experiment
tells us the course of action followed when the apparatus is
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included in the circumstance so Hence, the conriderations that
the electron exists in a potential state throughout the volume
of the wave packet, th6re is a definite probability of finding
the electron in every region of the wave packet, the experiment
singles out of a large number of possi bilities one of actuality,
the experiment exerts a kind of action at-distant points
instantly (reduction of wave packet), etc, do not arise at all.
For, as mentioned before, there are no possi bilities or
probabili ties or 'potential states at any time. The physical
phenomena happen irrespective of whether we make measurements or
not. The happening of phenomena when not measured is as actual
?-s the phenomena when measured. The difference rs that when
not measured, we do not know the ways in which the phenomena
happen. One should make a distinction between the happening of
phenomena and our realization of the same. It is illlderstandable
that the measurement of a physical quantity changes its value
as well as the values of some' other physical quanti ties. At least
to this extent, what i we measure is different from what vie do not.
There is no subjective character involved in the interaction of
the apparatus with the object under measurement. We should,
say atleast in general principles what happens not only when
measured, but also between measurements and when no measurements
are made at all. In all such cases, the general principle (I)

and its special Cases (U, (2), etc, are valid. Thus the above
concepts of the usual interpretation are incorrect.
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(V) TLe usual interpretat:on assumes that the extension of
the wave packet corresponds to the uncertainty about the position
of the electron. Thus, the statement that the position of the
electron is known to within a certain accuracy 6x at th~ time
t (in the x-direction) can be visualized by the pictures of the
wave packet in the proper position with an approximate extension
ex, In time, the wave packet spreads, .i. e., 6X increases,
If a mensurementis mnde and the electron is found in a smnller
region, then the electron is represented by the wave packet of
this smaller region. Thus, the wn.vepacke t which hits spr-ead out
is replnced by 2.. smnl.l.er- one whi.ch represerrt the result of this
measurement. Now, one may sny thnt the electron somehow extends
throughout the volume of the wnve packet and spreads, and
shows its presence in a small volume when measured, etc, or the
electron(or at least most of the electron) exists in a small
volume throughout its life time. The former case leads to the
considerations (iii). In the later case, the electron goes
through one of the two slits in the diffraction experiment and
there is no phy s.ica.L object in the usual interpretation to go
thr'ough the other slit that cnn interfer with the electron. This
point will become more clear l::'..ter.Thus, the latter case cannot
explain the observed results. It seems that certain extended
physical wave-like quantities are necessary to explain the
diffraction results.
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(vi) The usual interpretation assumes that the waves in a
an-dimensional configuration space are probability waves (where
n is the number of electrons involved). The probability waves
represent not a reality in the classical sense, but rather the
possi bili ty of such a reality. The usual interpretation tries
to argue that the configuration space is abstract and not real,
the mathematical quantities in the configuration space do not
corresponds to real physical quantities in the classical sense.
For one electron, the configuration space reduces to the
3-dimensional physical space. This makes no difference in the
usual interpretation as regards the spreading of the wave packet,
selecting out of a large number of possibilities one of
actuality, etc, as discussed before •

Now, as in many cases, there are two important points here.
The first point is that the concepts such as pOints, velocities,
probabf.Lt ty i'laves,etc, in 3n-coLmensional configuration space
are incorrect~ the concept of configuration space vr.l th
3~!dimension is itself incorrect. For, there are no such things
at nll. There is only one spnce with 3-dimensions. The second
point is tho.t the ll1o.themtltic2.lqunrrt.l ties correspond, either
directly or inuirectly, to re~l physic?.l qU2ntities in the
3-dimensional physic2.1 world, with or without certnin
mnthemnticnl oper2.tionsa The mathematical operations, i~ any
are of secondary Lmpor-tnnce here. ':The importnnt point is that
there is nothing abstract or unreal about the mathematical
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quanti ties. For exanp Le, nIl t.he quarrti ties dxl, dx2, •••• ,
dX3n are related to the positions of the n pn.rticles in the
3-qimensionn.l phy sf.ca.l world. Thus, we object he±'e to tho
interpretations, concepts Rnd names, ~d not to the mn.themntical
quanta ties" Thi s is similn.r to the case where we object to
the probC'..bilityconcept and not to the mn.thematical (statistical)
quanta ties Pi' Another example LnvoIves the theory of reln.tivi ty.

Because of the above reasons, there must be some other
explanation other than the usual one about particles and waves.
In order to resolve the situation, one may proceed in' the
following '~,y: The electron is a particle of finite size in a
given circumstn.nces at an inst~nt. It generates waves ~s it
moves in a medium. The medium may be aether.

It is assumed in the usual interpretation of the Special
Theory of Relativity that the concept of C'..etheris incorrect
and unnecessary_ The fn.ct is that one of the old concepts, viz,
the aether is at rest relative to space, is found to be incorrect
(at least inside the gn.l~Gs). It seems that the nether in one
form or another is a fundrunentnl part of Natur-e (4-8). For
example, the usu£>.linterpretation of the Quantum Field Theory
ascri bes wi thout .'"'.l1yexpLanat.Lon many phy sdcaL properties to the
so-called vacuum such as the v-vcuura jrtnt e (from which pn.rticles
can be cneated) , vr.cuum poln.rizn.tion,zero-point oscilln.tions,
zero·-point fluctuations, etc. These physf.cr-L properties make
sense if one ascribes them to the n.ether.
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At any rate, a part of the waves generated by the electron
goes through the slit 1end another through the slit 2 in the
e~ectron diffraction experiment. They along with the freshly
cre ted waves interfer vath each other and with the direction
of motion of the electron, thus giving rise to the observed
interference pattern. On the otherhand , the electron ('oratleast
the main body of the electron) goes through only one of the two
slits irrespective of whether any measurements are made soon after
the slits or not ; The difference is that when measured, such
measurements interfer with the waves and the electron, and hence
no interference is observed at the screen. Thus, we consider
thc.t the sts. (F), (c), (b), et.c, are incorrect.

It may be that the wave function is directly related to the
waves generated by a particle or particles depending upon the
case. The square of the absolute value of the wave function may
correspond· to the intensity of the .waves, The wn..ves will naturally
spread out, but there are always waves that are just created. The
freshly created vlQVeSof, say, an electron, give many of the
properties of the electron. The conservation laws, etc, arise
from the description of the individual cases. 1fuen one considers
a large number of cases, the square of the absolute value of
the wave function times the volume element approximately gives
also the nuraber of the electrons contained (or the number of
times an electron is presen~ in the volume element. This
gives rise to stn..tisticallaws, etc.
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5. IDEE CONCEPT OF UNCERTAINTIES
We are now ready to take up the topic of uncertainties

(st. E). .Asmentioned before, any physical process in its
associated circwnstnnces proceeds only in one manner. This is
true for every physical quantity. Hence, contrary to the usual
st. (E), no uncer-tal nt.Le s i are inherent in Nature. However , it
may not be_possible to determine physical quantities without
any uncertainties.

Let us say that the position and momentum of an electron
are deterwined within 6x 2nd ~p respectively at a c~rtain time t
in a certain circumstances C. The electron has a certain size

I

(spread) in position, 6xp' et the time t in the circumstance s C.

It cannot be perfectly rigid. Its non-rigidity, etc, gives rise
to certain amount of spread in momentwn, 6Pp• The spreads ~X ,. P
6Pp are physical quantities. Now, i::1xand 6p are physical
to .tno extent that they contain D.x·· and D.pp of the electron;. p

they play fundamental part in the physica~ phenomena. The rest of
D.X and 6p are non-physical and play no part in the physical
phenomena. The non-physical parts, ~~ and 6p~, are actually
zero, but take finite unknown values because Nature ~ay not
permit us to know all of its details.

As mentioned before, in the usual interpretation, the
extension in position and the range in wave number of the wave
packet correspond to the uncertainties about the position and
momentum of the electro~. Hence, in the usual interpretation,
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the vTavepacket is physical only to the extent that it contains
the electron. The rest of it is non-physical and plays no part
in the physical phenomena. The physical part remains essentially
the same in a given circumstances. But the uncertainties about
the position and momentum of the electron increase with time and
hence the non-physical part-increases with time, i.e., the wave
packet spreads. This is, of course, the reason in the usual
interpretation why there is no physical quantity to go through-
the other slit if the electron goes through one of the two slits
and why it is necessary for the electron to go through both the
slits at once to produce the interference pattern, etc. These
considerations vdll naturally lead to many difficulties as
mentioned before.

Oontrary to the usual interpretation, the wave packet is, as
mentioned before, assumed to be generated by the electron. Here,
besides the electron, the entire spreads of wave packet {except
for experimental errors when measured) are physical and play
fundamental part in the physical phenoDena. Moreover, it may be
that the quantities 6X and 6p that occur in the uncertainty relations
corresponds to the spreads of the wave packet. In this case, 6X
and Ap are physical quantities and not uncertainties. Obviously
6x and AP have certain relations with the extension in position
and spread in momentwn of the electron, especially when one
considers the spreads of the freshly created wave packet. Many of
the properties which are in accordance with the uncertainty
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relations are due to the wave spreads. The sizes of the orbits
of the electrons in an atom, for example, are determined by the
waves generated by the electrons.

6. CONCLUSION

From our measurements, experiences, intuitions, reasoning,
etc, it is possible for us to know correctly many general principles
of nature. However , it may only be possible to determine their
course of action within certain approximations and assrunptions. It
is a secondary point to know whether one can construct a complete
theory in a given case. The primary point is to recognise the
correctness of the general principles such as similar phenomena in
similar circumstances proceed in similar manner, et c, and their
consequences such as same phenomena in same circumstances proceed
in same manner, and hence, physical phenomena are governed by the
laws of certainties and not of chance (probabilities), etc.
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1. Introduction.

The collective theory of risk has been the object of

series of investi gations duri-ng the last few decades. .A signi-

ficant contribution to this has been made by Harald Cramer (19~,-

Filip Lundber-g (1003), Sparre Anderson (1957), Segedahl (1939:, ~

1959, 1970), 010f Thorin . (1970, 1971, 1974, 1975), Michael

Harison (1977) and many others. The main problems of intereSt

in thi s field are (1) the pro babili ty distribution of the random

variable x( t) , representing the net reserve of an insurance

company at time t and (2) the probability of ruin of the company

in a given time t.

The classical theory of collective risk using the notion

of probability was initiated b~ilip Lundberg ~n the beginning

of this century (1908). The primary model devoted to the study

of this stochastic process is

s( t) = U + ct
N( t)

L:
i::1

z.J. ( 1)

In this model u represents the ini tial reserve at time t = °
and cis the constant income to the canpany by means of

interest and premiums. The liabilities to bae company are the

claims and these claims are assumed to occur in a Poissonian way

••
P'roc, of the Conference on Stochastic Process and A.pplications,

11-14, December 1980, Ootacxmund,
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wi th in tensity 4V". N( t) represents the number of Poisson
claims in the time interval (O,t) and (Nt) ~ O. Zi' repre-
senting the amounts of claims are assumed to be independent and
identically distributed rendom variables with a common density
function a(z)• Obviously x(t) represents the net reserve at
time +,

Further complications of problems (1) and (2) are due
to the fact that the random claims may follow different distri-
butions - general and special. But closed form solutions are
available only in a few special cases. The .study of .ruin proba-
bility in general corresponds to the study of the motion of a
particle with random jumps and linear upward drift with an

,
--' \ absorbing barrier at X :::O; This single barrier problem has

been studied by Keilson (1963) using the technique of compensation
function. The cLassf, cal problem of ruin pro babili ty when there
is an Dpper limit K to the risk reserve is completely studied
by Segeriabl (l970). This problem corresponds to the motion of
a particle executing random walk along the real line with barrier
at X::: 0 and X::: K. In this tyro barrier problem the ruin
may occur after a number of crossings of the upper barrier K.
Treating X:::K as a reflecting barrier excess of inputs cut
off by the barrier X::: K before ruin takes place is also studied
by Segedahl (1970). In this model Segerdahl has taken the
income rate to the company as a constant and the random claims
to be go~erned by exponential density functions. One valid
criticism of this clastical model is the assumed independence
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of the income rate C and. the level of the risk reserve.

Davidson suggested that the instantaneous income rate can be

taken as ~(1j) wbere y is taken as the risk reserve to stU:iy

the realistic process

t N(t)
K ct) =::. u, + 5 c. [xct') ] dt' - L z.i

o i=.1. (l.~ )

The stationary t~ansition probabilities are to be obtained

starting with X(o) = \,u.. The jumps are Poisson, with intensi ty

)} and the jump amount are Lndependerrt and idantically distri-

buted random variables. In between the jumns X' ct) :::.c X(t) •

Segerdahl also gave an eXDlicit exnression fin- the ultimate

ruin probability function \..jrCu.) in terms of incomnlete gamma

function by taking the income process as C(:n = ~+O( y. Here
.'

he treats the problem as a single barrier nroblem.

In this Chanter we consider the process (1.2) with

I
X (t) == (3 + 0( ><- (1.3)

This means that the Lncorns to the company has two components.

(1) the income through oremiums coming at a constant rate ~

and (2) the interest earned continuously at a rate 0'-. X on the

current capital. \Ne study the process x(t) as a two barrier

problem with the barrier X = K as the upper limit for the risk

reserve. The following probability distributions are arrived at.



(1) the J:).l-'obabilityd i strlbu ti on of ruin at time t given that
the risk reserve has not reached. its upper limit in time t. -Thls
mean'S,that the barri er X::= 0 is to be crossed. at time t
before 'the risk reserve reaches the value X.= K .

",

(2) the probability distribution for ruin when X==K is a
reflecting barrier.
(3) the probability distribution for the risk reserve to reach
the value 'X= K before ruin take s nlace.

We obtain analytical solutions inclosed form for above
problems by assuming th~t the claims occur with a Poisson
frequency}) and the density of the rand'om claims, as exponenti ale

In section 2 we obtatn the Laplace transform for the rmin
probability function before the risk reserve reaches tho value K.
We also deduce the probability function for ultimate ruin.
Section 3 is devoted to the study of the ruin nrobabili ty func-
tion by taking the barrier X=- K as a reflecting barrier. In
section ~ we obtain the probability function for the risk reserve
to reach the value K before ruin takes Dlace.

2. First passage time for ruin befnfe the risk reserve reaching
the limit K.

The first passage time problems for a jump orocess with
linear drift have been studied by Vasudevan et. ale (1978,1979)
by the imbedJing aporoach , The imbedding method is also seen
to be an effective tool for sturlying the first passage nroblems
for orocess with ex~onential decay (Vasudevan et. ale 1980).
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In Chapters II, III and IV we used this technique to study
problems relating to neuron discharge activity and storage
models. In this section we exoloi t this approach to study the
problem of jetermining the orobabili ty density function for the
risk reserve to reach the value X< 0 - for the first time
before reac)-i'1gthe value X:::::K • Let X(t) be the stochastic
variable representing the net capital reserve in time t. The
equations defining x(t) is given by (1.2) and (1.3). (1.3) means
that there is a regular income at a constant rate 0{ in addition
tn the income which is proportional to risk reserve at that time •.
Define !'( Uv, K, t) as the probabili ty that the insurance
comoany starting with an initial reserve X= L.L is r-ut ne-l

between time t ani t+dt given that the net reserve has not reach-ed
its upoer limit K. Considering the tjifferent possibili.ttes of
the happenings in the initial interval (O~t) and proceedin~ to
the limit as dt tends to zero we arrive at t:beintegro·diffe-
rential equation

o
::: )) ~ P(Ll+Z.,k,t)dz.

-1.L

oP - ap
- - ( ~ +0( 11.) - +V Pat dlL

-11
+ Set) » S a(z) clZ,

-00

Defining PC u,K) t) as the Laplace transform of -PC u.,«, t)
we have from equation (~.l)

--c ~+O( 1).,) QJ> + ( t+V) P
-a'Ll .

S
O - J'U. (2.2)= V ClCZ) P(1L+Z, K, t) az, +1J a.(Z) dz,

-u... -0()
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In order to arrive at a close~ form solution we consider the

special case

and. obtain after ttansf·')rmati·on the equation

e.'11A. [-( ~+O<\L) d P + li+21) pJ
. alL

1)l. '

x: 1J15 e~~-P('Y,K,t)d~ + v
"Differentiating (~.4) with respect to ttA. and. stmolifving we

(2.4)

get· the second ord.er differentiation oquatit on

(2.5)

Letting 13+ 0( 1..t == - 0( 'W/1 we have from (2.5)

2,.- -

~W L~+['\- e+).J_W1 dP 4- i.p::;O
I au?- o<..J otA. 0(

This equation being of Kwa~erls tYDe (Slater 1960) the s~lution

are functions of K
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'a.nd l independent of u.. . These functions are to be deter-

mined using the boundary conditions. From the definition of

PC U,K,t) we have the boundary condition
. -_ .•.-

-p ( K, K, e., = 0

Using the boundary condi trt on (?.8) in (2.7) ve get

A1. 1-F:L [-- ~ ., ~- ~ ,-: (~+O( K)J

Q,+V VI t+V '1) (8·.9)
+:B~[-~ (~+~K)] 0( l.~[O(' 1+;( '-~(~~'<fl

.:;;:.0

The second boundary conjition is the equ~TIion (~.4)

which takes care of the crossing of the boundary at X =0 at

time t. Hence substituting the solution (2.8) in (2.4) we get

A.1. e1~f -(~ +-o<v..) (1 1:r'.• 'l_i, 1- t+1J, -lcf.\-4-o('U.)l-, L r ou. - GI( t>( GI( r ~

+((1+))) 1F1 [-;- ,1- e;v, -~ (~+O(1L)]

-d.+V)iFi[-~' - Q':;:V ,-} (~+jll) ] J
~tt f_ e+v - ,\l '-t-:Bi e C (~+O(1J,) ;J-J (13+0< 11-));;( i}'i~M'?iJJ,:,:!).(!3«+U-j

11 \) t+v ,- }J e +v 1) i\l
+( t+l1}(_~ (f$+O<1A-)) -;( if'i () .,1.+:z t:Z(~+O<~

+[-1 (~+<i~/oU~U+1(t:lJ~)iF1~+: '~+~'-J(~~}
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(2.10)

Using the stanriard proper tie s of 1.F1. (Slater 1960) functions

it can be easily shown, as seen in earlier chapters, that the

coefficients of Ai elll and ]3:1e'i)u, in LES of equation (2.11)

vanish. Hence we have the secondcondi tion for determiping Al

and Bl as:-
. r.e _ Q,+V - e J JAi 1Fi L- d." -;;z-' "1 rIe(

t+))+l
-"B (- '1) ~ /0() cz- vo(

:1. (t+v){ ~+1)+0<)

(2.11)

Letting
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N == 1.FL [- !'-t;lJ 9 -"'\ ~ 10( J
£+1) 1 (2.14)

Q= (- :1)-0(+- iF~~+:,~+ ~,_'1jp/o(J
(2.15)

We get from (2.9) and (2.11)

(2.16)

)J

(l+lJ)

,
, '

Solving (2.16) and (?.17)

Ai. = V(t+V+O() M
(t+»)( ~+lJ+O() M N + Vo( Q.~

In the expression (2.8) since the term multi~lying the coefficient
~. lof B happens to contain the term (- i) 0<... and since ~

,0(

can be a fraction doubt may arise whether the solutionscontains
an imaginary part. This cannot be the case since t can be
taken as real ani P(U.,K,t) is the L.T. of a orobability
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density wLich is real. However- it is to be r.ot.ed that M ard Q

contains similar terms as multi nl.Lc at i.ve factors. In view of the

expressions (2.18) and (2.19) for Al and Bl it is easily seen

that for real t ,i.;rhatever be the values' of V am 0(

the total solution can never become comol ex , (2.7) together

wi th (~.B) and (2.19) determines the como1ete soLut i.on for

P{lA,k,Q), the L.T. of tm ruin nrobabt Li ty function P(U,k~t).

Deducti..ons. '(I) The case when the income is only protJortiona1 to

the level of the risk reserve: In this case ~ = 0 '

we ~9te

• Hence

Q= 0

Ai::: vlc ~-HJ) ,

c .,'

. ~ -,

(2) The'pt6babili tv fot ultimate ruin~
, ~, :~," \ ~) .-~;'-,,- -~.

The pr-obabiLi ty for uI t.Imate ruin is got by Dutting~ -:-0

.~ . .
.~ -, ""

i >
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1,yhent:.. 0 we note that

(2.23)

- (\) +o()-.-~!..-...-,.---.....------
(lJ..Ir',x) /'<\(0) + 0(&(0) (2.24)

and

Using the m-o per ty of the confluent hypergeometric function

(page 262, Abramowitz and Stegun 1965)

(~.26)

whor-e Y (a,x) is the incomplete gammafunction iefined by

x
O(a,x) = S

o

a-i
Z dz,

1,'le arrive at the exoi-e sst on for the nr-obabi Lt tv of ultimate ruin,

_ ~ O'[~' ~(~+o(K}J- ~Y [~'; (~~,g
PCU,k.,O) -"I- ----------~--~---V . I

0( D Q '; (~+~k)J - Y [£+1-, 1P1c<-] (~.28)



';fhen the: :3 is no upper limi t:o the risk r escr-ve the orobabili ty

of ultimate ruin, allowing an uil11mited gr-owth of the risk

reserve, is got on proceeding to the limit as k tends to

infini ty. When k tends to infinity we observe that y(a, K)
tends to r(a) where

T'(a)
r-x
J e
o

a-i.
'X. dx

Hence

.~.

P('u~being the probabili ty of ultimate ruin. Further using

the pr oper t.i.e s

f(a.,.x) rea) --y(a,x)

where

(2.30)

(2.31)

from
we get/(2.30)

.P(v.)::: )) l'l~,1(~+«u91J)f<~,1}})+o«(~to(e~M'J
. co( 0<. 0(, (2 •34 )
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This agrees with the result obt atned by Segerdahl (1959). ~vhen
~:::;:O the result (~.28) becomes

and the probability of ultimate ruin is

P(~) (2.36)

\...
3. Ruin probability when K is a reflecting barrier •.

In the orevious section we determined the ruin orobability
density function for an insurance business with the condition
that the ruin is attained at time t ani the risk reserve has
not reachei the value K in this time. In this section we shall
evaluate the orobabili ty function for ruin al.Lovt ng the risk
reserve to reach the value K and tre13ting )\-= K as a reflecting
barrier. This means the excess of the reserve over K is cut
off as in the Case of a jam of finite capacity when over-f'Low

take s place. In the Language of Lnsu rarice the excess over K
can be cons i.d er-edas taken out of the risk reserve for bonus
purposes, for ooli cy holders. In such a situ3tion how is the
probability density function is different from the one discussed
in the previous model is described in this section. For the
stochastic orocess defined in (1.2) ani (1.3) we shall define
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'\.tJ (11., ,(, t) ::IS the probab:"li ty th;:tt for an insurance comnany

wi th the ini ti8.lreserve X::: II ruin takes place between time

t and' t+d t given that X:::..: K is a reflecting barrier.

The imbedding equation for 0/ ( u, K, b) is given by

the integro differential equation

.1..• , ---

-1)..

~ - Cr +O(Vvj dty +)) 'It':::: )) ( a(z) 0/.' (U.-t-Z, k, t) dz,
Qt- . OtL Jo

. ....U

+S(t) ~ 5 acz) d z,
~OO (3.1)

Denoting -tV (U, k5 t) as the L.T. of 0/( ll,k,t) and

taking the iensity of claims as in (2.3) we get

e1j1.L t-( ~+«u) g-; +(tW) 1jrJ
;:;;:))11. Su. e'Y't'!l V ('\I, x, t) &:\1 + J)

o
As done in ttE orevious section, iifferentiating (1.2) 111ith

lltl. .
resnect to 'U., and cancelling e I throughout we get the second

. order differential equation

The above equation can be reduced to the Kummert s tyoe confluent

hypergeometric equation and hence the solution of equation (3.3)

is
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where A')... and B'2. are functions of K qni e and they c an be

determined by sui t'3.ble boundarv ccndl ti.ons , As K is a reflecting

barrier the risk reserve once reaches the upper value K sto os

at K without moving up in the absence of claims and when there

is a claim it goes down the value K. As 11 is continuous

at X=K one expects the boundary condition for K'to be a

reflecting barrier as

(3.5)

This condition can also be visibly seen by writing down the

integral equation of the nroc es s starting from 'f....-::::. 1< and

comparing it with (3.2). Differentiating (3.4) Dartially with

respect to tt and using the condition (3.5) we get

A L e, +B [t+v M + 11 RJ
21... Q,+V-o( 2.. 0( 1. t+v+ 0( ::: 0
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The second boundary condition which vdll serve in getting a

relation between A and B is· the integral aquat t on (.'3.2). As

done in the earlier moiel substituting the solution~ (~.4) in

(3.2) and simplifying we get the relation

_ V
- 1...+V

(3.10)

where Nand Q are given by (2.14) and (~.15). Solving (3.6) ani

(3.10) we arri Ve at

and

Here al~o. by an argument similar to the one given in Drevious

section we c -m show thr;.t the solution 1V is real for real t
The comolete anaiytical solution for 1p ( 11 , k, Q.) is got by

substituting th.e vaLues of A2 !lwl B2 given by (3.11) and (3.12)

•



in (3.4),

D€1dlLcti..Q.Dli.(1): The probability of ultimate ruin in this case

is got by nutting e:::o in the solution for 1jJ(Lt, k , t)
When t:::O we easily see from (3.11) and (3.12) that

o
(3.16)

where A 2..(K,O) ani ""f>~( K, 0) . are the values of A2 and B2

at t=O . Thus from the so Iut t on for 1V('U.,k,~) we get

.
,," .

cO

'o/(U):::: Y(l1,K,o) So '0/( U.,K,t) dt (3.17)

- i as cou.lcl be e:x:pec tecto- ,
4. First oassage density for risk reserve to reach the limit K

before ruin.

In the urevious sec+Lons ve hava anal vsed the nrobabi.li ty

of ruin when there is an unper Ltml t to the risk reserve. The

orobabilitv distributions for tho ~isk r0serve reachin~ the level

K for the first time before ruin is also ,..nrth investigating in

orier to study the .posst bili tie s of giving bonus for the ooLt cv

holders. 1,>.fe shall obtain this orobabili ty distributions in ,:thi_s

section.



Define

X (U, K, t) = the probab iLi ty that the risk reserve r-eaches the

level K for the first time between time t and t+dt

given that the ruin has not taken olace before

time t.

The barn er X=Kwill be reached exactly in this case as there is

a continuous change in the oositive 1irection. The imbedding

equation 'for ~ ( U, \<., e,) , the L.T. .of ~(tL, K, t) is

~'u. [_( ~+O( ll) ai +( t+v)i]
ate (4.1)

= lJ'l'l 1u e1~i( y,. k, t) d~
o

This on differentiation with resoect to u reduces to Kummer's

tYl')e of confluent hypergeometric equation (Slater 1960) -md hence

the 'solution is

x,( 'I.L,k,t) =- A3 1Fi [-~, i- ~,- ~(P+o( 1.(,)J
t+V

+~ [-4 (~-h;(u)lOl P [)), i +.e::v ,- ](~+c(tol '
eX.. :J 1-.1 0(0( r J

(4.2 )

where A3 and B3 are to beieternined by suitable boundary condi-

t.Lons c. From the definition of X(Ll"K,t) we have as a boundary
I

condition

x (K ) k, e)

"
Hence one relation connecting A3 and B3 is
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wher e L 3n11<1 a:28 as defined in (?12) and (2.13). Another
relation connecting A~ and B is got by feeding the solution

(J 3

(4.2) into the first order1.iff8renti-3l equation (4.1) for
This equation serves as t~e seconi boundary

condi tion. Hen8e we get the relation

=0 (4.5)

(t+v) (~+)J +0(,)

v;here Nand. Q are given by (2.14) and (? .15) resoectively.
Solving e1uations (4.4) and (4.5) we get

).) 0( a~ . ~..... t.t.-,..~. I

CQ.+v) ( Q+V+o() M N +LJo( QL
(4.6) "

( ~+))j (~+V-(-O() N
..----..._-- ,

(t-+~v)(t "t~U+c.() M N+ ))0( Q. G
(4.7)

Than the conp.l.e i.a an13.1ytical sol-ation for X( 'U..,K, 9.,) is given
by (4.3), (4.6) ~nd (4.7).
"Deduction§.:
(1) When ~ -0 "wehave the orobabf.Ltty of ever reaching the
upper limit K 033
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r V.I -,,_0(

where

0( Q,(O)
(4.9)

(V +00 lv\ (0) + 0( ~(O)

(V+C{) ~f\(0) T 0( Q(O)

Here M (0) anti N(0) stand for the exor esst ons M and Q at t::::O

(2. 15 and 2. 12) .

,(2) Further if we assume that the income to the comnanv

is only 'Jrooortional to the isk reserve at time t we have

(6 =0 . In thi s case the probab ILf ty of the risk reserve ever

reaching the value K is

~('U,K) I
~=O

--.

(3) Lastly we verify that well known fact in infinite

time the sum of the probabili ties' --p(U, K) and XCU.,k) is

unity. \'lhen Q:::O one gets from (2.23), (2.24), (~.9) and (4.10)

P( 'Ll1 K) + 'X;( '\1, K) ~ 1.
(4.12)



as could be expected.

5. Conclusion.

In our analysis of c~llective risk theory--tostudy the

ruin prob13.bility we have taken the cl".iLls as a Poi sson while the

income to the cannany at any time t wit~ reserve X(t) is taken

as ~+O(X • 1,ve have obtained the L.T. for the probability

ruin density assuming that there is an upper limit K to the risk

r eser ve , ','Iehave taken the»arrier X=Kas an absorbing barrier

in section 2 and as a reflecting barrier in secti')n3. \Vehave

also arri vej at the resul ts for the nrobabili ty of' ultima te .ruin

in these cases. Lastly we have studied the nrobability for the

risk reserve reaching the value X=Kbefore ruin takes olace.

We have also verified the result that

RU,k)+ X(U,K)

tends to uni ty as t tends to zer o.,
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ON THE CONCEPTOF PRODUCTDENSITYIN THE THEORYOF STOCHASTIC

POINT PROCESSES

a, J agannathan
MATSCIENCE,THE INSTITUTEOF MATHEHATICALSCIENCES, MADRAS-600aas

(India)

The purpose of till s note is to point out how it is incorrect

to refer to the literature on stochastic processes earlier to

Ramakzt shnan t s work in 1950 as the origin of the/~roduct density
II -, ~ M'h'~

technique in the theory of stochastic point processe~ To this

end let us proceed as follows.

First let us recall briefly the theory of product densities'

as given by Ramakrishnan (1950, 51, 59, 72 and. references therein

for details). If MCBf is the number of p ar-td c.l.e s ~t~"enerBx--less

tlian B, dM(E) is the number of particles in' the range dE.

Let it be assumed that

rrrot [iLM (f) ~ tfV} = f (~)= O(ciEiW
) J 1)11=

~ [dM(E) IIf is the average nyrober of particles in dE

then let

Thus

~fctl"unJ = f4 (j;Hf
t(~) tlCEklE -t- O(dE1) = f {J.M{f:)} +O(~F)
f(~) 1-~1(E)-O(dE2J
fCntj 0 (ctE%) ) V .w>i

(2)

(3)

Proceedings of the Matscience Conference on 'Stochastic Processes
and Applications 1 Ooty, 11-14, Decemeer 1980.
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Hence

so that all the moments of the stochastic variable dM(E) are

equal, to the probability that the stochastic variable assumes

value 1. I t should be noted that while fl (E) dE is a pro babili ty

its integral over E gives only the mean number of particles in

the range of integration as the integration does not correspond

to the addi tion of infinitesimal probabilities relating to

mutually exclusive events. So

. t:=y E.y .
~S M(t ) -}ACE,)1 =0 f d,t~ fJM(E)J = f f/ef)eLf
(~ ).j E' F' (5)

~ ~ ~
()~Nowthe concept of product density 0 f order rIJ ·is introduced

through

( 6)

which gives also the joint probabili ty for one particle to Ue in

each of the nonoverlapping intervals (El'El+dE1) and (E2,E2+dE~.

Whenthe intervals overlap a degeneracy occurs and

(7)
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(8) "

Similarly the product densi ties of higher order are introduced by

~ (~

whereagain the intervals should not overlap. lfthe (n-l) bh and

the n-th intervals overlap

Taking into account such degeneracies r-th momentcan be shown

(11)
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where the coefficients I C'f ~ are given by(f ~ .8)

~ C;NCN~1L--(~LA+~)
1;1. r L". Z

independent of the functions 1~-/)J
( 12)

• Thus in summaryfor the

si tuation when particles are di stri buted in the continuous E-space

Ramakrishnan defines a function fn(El,E2, ••• ,En) called the

product density of order nsuch that· fn(El,E2,.~.,En)dEldE2, •. dEn
In

represents the probability that there is a particle/the range

(El, El+dE1), a particle in ..the range (E2, E2+cill2),.- ••• , and a

particle in the range (Eu,En+dEn) and whiLe fn(E1,E2, ••• , dE2)

dEl' dE2•• ~dEn is a probability magnitude, fn(El,E2, ••• ,En) is

not a probability density. Then it is clear from (11) -(12) that

for the calculation of the r-th moment of IH(Ef) -H(Ei)] we

should know the product densities of order less than or equal to

r •

In hi s earliest Pioneerinj works (1950, 1951) Ramakrishnan

introduced thi s general theoryr=: density technique as above

and applied it to the cosmic ray problem. In the cosmic ray prob-

lem there are two types of particles, electrons and photons. So

here he had to define fn(El,. •• ,En;t) and ~(El,E2"" ,&;,t)

as the product densities of order n of electrons and ,photons

respectively and fgn,m(El, ••• ,En' En+l" •• ,En+m~t) as the mixed

product densi ty of order (n,m) of electrons and photons i. e.
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r~n,m(El' ••• ,En' En+l, ••• En+m~t) dEl- •• dEn+m is the probability

that there is an electron in the interval (El, El + dEl)' an

electron in the interval (E2, E2 + dE~, ••• , an electron in the

interval (En' En + dEn) a photon in the interval (En+l,En+l+dEn+l),

a photon in the interval (En+2, En+2 + dEn+2),p,)and a photon in

the interval (En+m, En+m+ dEn+m). Then it was shown how to ex-

press tha variation of fn(~' ••• ,En~t) wi th respect to the time

"..c

It t in terms of the fi, ~ and fgij functions and detailed

theory of calculation of ~ [M(E, t)J and ~ £ M(E,t) ~. were

presented including numerical resul ts,

The fundamental significance of the introduction of product

densi ties by Ramakrishnan in the above manner in a general fashion

to the theory of stochastic point processes in general is very

clear from the observation of Bartlett (1955) as follows:

11 Many stochastic processes -------- deal with particles or indi-

viduals distributed in a continuous infinity of states --------

the behaviour of individuals depends on their age x and of

particles on their energy 8 •••••. the immediate difficulty

is that only probability densities can be attached to p~rticular

val ues of the age x or energy eand not non-zero probabi-

li ties (stochastic processes of this type will be called point

processes). Integration of the probabili ty densi ty can only yield
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the first ordxr ex-pectation of the number of._particles ~r in9ivi-
cJh.~to ~ ~~r0 --Mil ~ /~

duals in prescri bed ranges of e or x whereas we requiref •

To overcome this obstacle in the cosmic ray problem, Bhabha and

Ramakrishnan introduced higher order density f'uncta.ons called by

Ramakrishnan product densi t.Les , .A somewhat;similar proce~ure was

introduced independently in the population problem by D.G.Kendall,

who noted its connection 'With the use of characteri stic t'unctd ona.L,

The differences between the corrtr tbutiop.s of Bhabha (Gf.

Bhabha, 1950, Bhabha and Ramakrishnan, 1950),~Kendall (1949) and

Ramakrishnan (1900) are clearly stated by Ramakrishnan (1972)

himself as follows It •••••• The analytical solution to tJ;le problem

came with the independent introduction of product density function

....'" by Bhabha (1950) and Ramakrishnan for cosmic ray cascades and

cumulant densities for the population process by Kendall (1949~

While Bhabha and Kendall confined themsleves to second order densi-

ties, Ramakrishnan defined product densities of general order n ,

Bhabha1s treatment followed closely that of Scott and Uhlebeck

(1942) and involved a transition from a discrete E-space to con-

tinuous E While that of the author dealt with continuous E-space

, .

abini tio I.

While writing about the JvIolecular theory of f'Lut.ds (Ywn,

1935, Born and Green, 1949) Bartlett (195~ observes in p.l70 of

his famous book " •••••• in statistical models of dense gases and

li quids ••••••••••• the motion of the entire system is ••••••• only
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determined from the simultaneous detailed positions and velocities

of all the particles. Logically the system is classifiable as a

point process ------ in particular, the si:.multaneous probability

of a particle in an element dr of position - velocity phase-

space and another in ds will be of the form f2. dr ~ where

f2 is a 'product density I of the second order 11" In fact Rama-

krishnan himself in his Ph.D. thesis (1951) which gives the de-

tailed account of the hi s ori ginal development of the general

theory 0 f product density functions and their appLi.ca't Lons to phy-

sfcal pro blems has given examples of the Lnst.ances in physics

literature where functions with the meaning of product densities

were used earlier without realising their exact significance in the

context of general probability theory.' The examples are multiform

di stri but.Lon functions used by Born and Green (1949) in their

formulation of a general ki.neci,c theory of liquids (based on
IYvons work, 1935), and many - electron distribution functions used

by l-1ott and Sneddon (1950) e As noted by Ramakrishnan (1951) these

functions are not distri bution functions in the correct sense of

probahility theory but are really product density functions. Rice

(1945) also employeps briefly in the course of the work on the

mathematical analysis of random nodse , the simultaneous prc batd.Lf ty

functions of the same nature as the multiform distri butibn func-

tions of the ldnetic theory of, liquids. Though Bartlett (1955)

discusses the work of Rice (1945) explicitly in p. 2J5 of his book
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the use of product densities therein is not mentioned. The
situation is very clear from wha t Leadbetter (1978) says, 11 The
statistical propertiies of the intervals betwaen zero crossings.
or between crossings by some level by a stationary stochastic
process have important engineering appli cations ••••••••• the
interrest in this problem again dates back to the pioneering work
of S.O.Rice- (1945) who gives a series expression and a very
simple approximation for the case of successive zero crossings
by a stationary normal process. More generally one may consider
the distributions of times between an axis crossing and the n-th
subsequent axis crossing or between an upcrossing of zero and the
n-th subsequent downcrossing and so on. Problems of this latter
type have been discussed by Longuet-Higgins (1962) with particular
reference to the normal case. In particular Longuet-Higgins

. cal cul.ates .by somewhat heuristi.c methods a series for the proba&i-
1ity density of the time between an arbitrary ufjcrossing of zero
and the (r+l)th subsequent upcrossing
referred to may be written as

•• •• •• •• • The series just

(13)
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where 14{tl, ••• ,tn) dtl, ••• dtn represents the probability of an

upcrossing of the axis in each of the intervals (t., t.;+dt.).~..... ~

These W-functions were used originally by Ramakrishnan(Cf.

Bartlett, 1955) and term.ed 'product densities t /1
The relevant portion of Rice t s paper of 1945 reads 'The

pro blem of determining the distribution function for the dis tance

between two successive z6ros seems to be quite difficult and

aPParently nobody has as yet given a sati sfactorysolution. Here

we shall give some results which are related to the general problem

••• ••• • Consider the class of curves having a zero at x = O. Then

in theory our methods will allow us to compute the functions

Poct;) , Pl(f;,'t), i'2(:r,s,r:) , •••• associated '\dth this cLass where

poCt;)d~ is the probability of curve having zero in d~

PI (r, 1:)drd1: ' , , , zero~in dr and d1:

t , , 1 zeros in dr,ds and d~

~ ~ - ~ - - ~ - - - - - -

The method of in and eclusion then leads to an expression for

po( 1:)d1:, the pro babili ty of having a zdro at 0 and a zero in

1; and 1t + ar but none between 0 and 1:. It is

rr; ro

f f flJ. (~I bIrr;) JJr16---
" ()

(14)



Here again we run into difficult integrals G e Nowit is clear

that here too simultaneous probability functions, to be identified

only later, after Ramakr-Lshnan ' S 1vorkas having the meaning of

product densi ties have been empLojed 'without relaising at all

their full si gru.f'Lcance with r espeet to the general theory of, point

processes as remarked by Ramaxrti shnanf 1951) in the case of the

works of Born and Green (1949) and l10tt and Sneddon (1950) o In

fact in all these works prior tc R~1akrishnan (1950) the relation
oA

between product densiti~s used~imultaneous probability functions

and the moments of the stochastic variable embodied in (11) -( 12)

has not been realised at aIle

In recent 1i terature some times works (such as Yvon (1935) ,

and Rice (1945» earlier to Ramakrishnan (1950) are referred to as thE

the origin of the connept of product density functions (Fischer

(1972), Snyder (1975)"Srinivasan and Neha'ba (1976), Bri11inger

(1978» 0, In the r'evLewarticle of Brillinger (1978) the basic

properties of product densities are defined and discussed in equa-

tions (2.2,.4) 'and (2
0
5.1 ~. 2

0
506)* (~4ft,~,iA~)
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exactly following the original treatment of Ramayxishnan (1950, 195~

as given above while the references given following these defini-

tions are: Nacchi (1945) and Brillinger (1972, 1975). The above

borisid~i'ati'dns~'s'ho\v clearly how such account s of the development

of the product densi ty technique in the general theory of point

proces~do not give: a proper historical perspective. In fact the

very name 'product densi ty I for fnCE~o •• ,EJ was coined by

Ramakr'Lshnan as clearly mentioned by Bartlett (1955)•

Thanks are due to Professor R.Vasudevan for discussions.
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ROLE OF PROBABILITY IN NON-EQUILIBRIUM PROCESSES

V. Radhakri shnan
MATSCIENCE,The Institute of Mathematical SCiences, UlUl'lAS-OOO 113

+*+*+

The concept-of "equt.Lt br-Lum ' is very familiar through mechanics.

In very important circumstances one would like to lmow-tihe equili-

brium state of the system, and the stability of that state against

perturbations. The QIDnceptof 'r equilibrium I in thermodynamics

is conveniently introduced through the concept of ,Entropy, while

in mechanics the parameter energy was the one usually made to be

minimum to find, the equilibrium state. ltn t.he'rrao dynamf.ca, Entropy

is maxl.nd sed or negative of entropy mfrrlml.sed, The connection

between the laws of t.hermcdynamtcs and mechanicsis, as is well known,

A is through statistical mechanicse The element of probability is

introduced therefore at this stage. Therefore probability theory

plays an important role in the development of chermodynamics from

the laws of mechani CSo In this study usually one separates the t~

classes of problems, first one called 'equilibrium procasses ' and

the second one 'Non-equilibrium pro cesse s ", The second topic is

obviously more difficult to deal with. Here we shall qualitatively

mention a few important examples of non-equilibrium processes and

their resemblence and difference from equilibrium processes. For

quantitature details reference is given to a few articles at the

end.

The Bmployment of quantum field theory in statistical physics,

has enabled great progress in recent years, and the branch of many

body problems emerged as an important topic. Great successes achieved
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during recent years include the understanding of super conductivity,

superfluidity, coherent systems such as_lasers and masers, etc.

The recognition of long range order existing in such coherent, states,

and their description in terms of a single "or dez- parameter 1, has not

only clarified the concepts but also simplified the mathematd cal,

treatments. Apart t'rom these during recent years it has become

evident that many biological processes have great resemblences to these

systems and many models have been constructed to parallel the mathe-

matical treatment "Jith reasonable successes. lfuile discussing such

non-equilibrium processes in these corrtext.sv generally one is

interested in' stationary Non-equilibrium processes '.

In the superfluid system, which is 'equilibrium1 case,·the

p robabt.Lt. ty element enters through the partition function, which

once specified, determines all the physical properties of the system

in that equilibrium state. The appropriate theory for this, the

famous Grnsburg-Landau Theory, gives this as

-a 1tJ;1 2_b I tlJI4
Const. ep = where ljJ is the

complex order p8~ameter. Due to the non-linearity the equilibrium

state is achieved as one with (tJ; ( f:. 0, which is the true, stable

minimum for the superfluid state, in the plot of the Free-Energy

versus the order p~rar.1eter. The minimumat f tJ; \ = ° which was

stable in the non-superfluid state becomes unstable equilibrium point

minimum corre sponrtl.ng to

and the new equilibrium is one at which free energy obtains a new

f:. 0 in the plot F = -a \ tJ; F +

b \tJ; '\ 4 •
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The laser operates above the threshold in a "Non-Eqtri Lj brd um

steady sta..e ", Several worker.:;, in par-t.I cul.ar Haken and his

collaborators have l3tuQcd"" the quantum mechanical equations descri b-
brought out

ing tIll. s state and have/the resemblences to the equili briUlg super-

fluid state, bot h these states having the commonproperty of ICO-

henence'. They have shown, after drastic simplification justified

in various stages, that the systems of coupled e quat tonz for the

laser can be rE?duced to a single sto chastic equation for the

"or-der parameter t which is the complex mode ampIi tude. This stoch-

astic non-linear equation, after simplification is shown to yield

the probability function for the mode amplitude to be essentially

of the form,

..J>.. which is the form obtained earlier for the equilibrium superfluid

case.

Frohlich has pointed opt how in biological systems, energy

can be absorbed at random and given out in an ordered coherent fashion.

The anology with laser operation is thenevokedo It is therefore

clear that the application of the theory of probability and stocha-

stic proce~ses, in the fieJd: of Non-equilibrium steady state

processes is of great promise for the future research.
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COQRDINATIZING BAER*- SEMIGROUPS AND EVENT - STATE -
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1. INTRODUCTION

An extremely important problem in the quantum logic approach.

to quantum machanics is to characterize those orthomodular lattices

that can be embedded in Hilbert space (1,7,10,11,15,17,22). Since

it is well known (8,9) that an arbi trary orthomodular lattice'

L has no such embedding, one must add phys.i cal2ymoti vatedcondi-
v

tions to L for an embedding to exi.s t , In this paper we shall give

a characterization in terms of a single physical condition. The

idea behind this condition relies on concepts from the algebraic

(5,13) and operational (3,4,19020) approaches to quantum mecha-

nics. In this way, the present paper obtains a unifying cormec-

tion between these three approaches to axiomatic quantum mechanics.

In order to derive our result we obt.af.n a characterization

of Baer*- semigroup s whi.ch are representable in Hilbert space ••

This characterization has an interest in its own right because

Baer*-semi groups may be physi cally interpreted as sets of opera-

tions for quantum systemso

To illustrate our result, let H be a complex Hilbert

space and let B(H) be the set of bounded linear operators on H.

For ..ll e B(H), let A! ' denote the projection onto the null space

of A. Let S c:: B(H) be a semigroup containing 0, I and A*, A'

whenever 11 e S, and suppose II s: \1 « 1 for every ..~ C S. Then S
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f
i
I A

is an exaruple of a Baer*-Semit;;;roup. For x e H, define <t (.1) =<. J. x , x/) A ~ S. Then ¢(o) = 0 and using Schwarz's

inequali ty we see that cb is bounded. Moreover, if I A/ J ~2. - - _

- - - ~ "'t} E <C) ~A IJ - - - /TYl} L. 5 we see that

IIiAj HAi*Aj) . 2,A~Ai <AJ X J Ai X)
. I ~ \1 2.':::>0~. \\ :Z~d AJ X , -. .

We shall call-such functions n *-definite.'. The *-Definite

function <fy h~s an addi tional important .p roperty, If <p (A.* A) = 0,

then •.-\ x = 0, which implie~ that Al x = x. Hence, </9 (A.I) = cp (I).

We shall call *-definite functions w.ith this property "consistent'

We thus see that S possesses a separating set of consistent

*-defini te functions-. Our main result shows that a slightly stro-

nger condi tion characterizes Baer *-semi groups which are isomorphic

to an S C B(H)••

2. Embedding and Representations.

Let L be an orthomodular lattice, H a complex Hilbert

space, and. P(H) the lattice of orthogonal projections on H. A

map r. L ~ P(H) is a mor:phismof L .Ln H if r satisfies;

(M 1)

(M 2)

(M 3)

_r(a;\ b) = r( a) 1\ r( b) for all a, beL

reO) = 0, r(I)- ::: I

r(a') ::: rea) 1 for all a e L.
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It is easJ to see that a morp.dsm preserves order, all lattice

operations, orthogonality, compatibility, etc. An injective

morphism is called o.n embddiug. If there exists an embedding of

L, we call L embeddable",

Now let S be a Baer *-sernigroup (6,19) whose set of

closed projections we denote by pl(S), and let B(H) denote the

set of bounded linear operators on H. For a 8 B(H), At denotes th

the projection onto the null space of A.o J.. Baer *-representation

in His a map p: S -r B(H) sa ti sfying:p of S

(R 1)

I
(l{ 2)

(R .3)

(R 4)
.A

(R 5) t\

p(o) -. 0, p('l) ::: I ,
p( s t) ::: p( s) p(t) for all s, t ~ S

p( s*) = pCs) * for all S 8 S ~

p( S T) ..-. pC s) r for all s 8 S ,
p( s) \I .:; 1 for all s 8 S 0

Since any orthomodular lattice can be ~oordinatized by a

Baer *-Sem.i.group (6:11)9 there is a close connection between

morphisms of an orthomodular lattice and Baer *-representations

of Baer *-semigl"oupso

Lemmuo An orthor odul.ar lattice L is embeddable in H

if and only if some coordinatizing Baer *-semigroup for L has

an injective Baer ~~representation in H.

Because of Lemraa1, characterizations of embeddable ortho-

modular lattices can be found by investigating Baer *-represen-

tations of Baer *-semigroups.

\
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3. ~ *-ilepresentations .Q1;'~ *-semigroup s

A Baer *-representation p. S ~ B(H) is cyclic if there

erists an x c H such t hat the linear hull of {pC s) x! s e 81
is dense in H. It is not difficuJ. t to show that any Baer *-re-

presentation is a direct sum of cyclic ones. For this reason,

we shall mainly restrict our attention to cyclic Baer *-represen-

tations.

A bounded complex-valued function cb on 8 is *-definite

(2,16) if ~(o)

[ f..:L, ••• ,~3-ct ,
= 0 and for any finite collections

[ sl' ••• ' sn S CS, we have

n
*~(s. s s) '> 0"r' a J

/
Notice that if t is *-definite and t e S, then the function

cP t( s) ::: ¢(t* s t) is also *-defini tee Wesay that a *-defi-

ni te function cD is· consistent if cP< s*s) :::a implies that

d>{s') = <P'(l). In a Baer *-semigroup, 8*S::: 0 implies that

s' ::: 1. Hence, a consistent *-definite function is one that

r espects the above inpiliicationo For example, if ~ is faithful

( ~ (s*s) ::: 0 LnpIf es that s :::0 ), then ~ t is consistent

for all t e 8. Indeed,

? t( s*s) ::: 0 ~<\{(s t) *' s tJ ::: 0

-7 <Pt<Sf) ::: q, (t* s I t) :::
~

<t*t)

In the next paragraph we shall define
~

::5> s t :::0 -=5> sat ::: t

::: ~ t( 1).

[
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A

Let ~ be a *-defini te function on S and let

{ s,.."Cm j £<1:', £ ti , ••• , tQ} C S. Define the function

?l': tf ci' ti3 by 91(S) = ?Q., CI<. CQ q, (t: s tXi)·
It is not hard to show that ".h is again *-definite. NOvT

't'l

Ie t {e l'u c iZJ Z C Q; S't~ __ t- "" z, C S \0", II~ - --
I )- - -'-j tYL(K) j -- -» L (J ,) /YL(~))- .)

be a sequence of finite sets and let <P", a, ~ tC '\'<.1 tIs ·
We say that the sequence cPj{; converges if {,

Vrrrv ~ (~) = RJ, 2®v ~,C fer ~(-1:-1~ti)
1z-7(j) t\ k/~-7O() /(;Jr 6" o .

Lemma2. If fin converges, then 'l{5{S)=Urv~l.(f.,)ei:ists
I'v ~7 cV ,.,

for alls E S and 1jJ is *-defini tee

We call 1jJ in Lerma 2 a limi t function for cD. 'Wesay that

is strongly consistent if wery lir:ri t function for dJ is

consi sterrt,

Theorem 3. (a) let p ~ S ~ B(E) be a Baer *-representa-

tion, x E 'H, and <p (s) ::: <- p( s) x, X> , s E S. Then ? is

a strongly consistent *-definite function. Conversely, if ~

is a strongly consistent *-definite funct:i..o,!lon S, then there~~,
~cu 'B~k-~~aA-Unvf ~ S..;;,.13(I-I) ~ .;-~~
x ~ H such that cp (s)::: < p( s) x, x> for all s E S.~.

(b) S admits an injective Baer *-rcpxesentation if and only if

S possesses a separating set of strongly consistent *-definite

functions.
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Goro11...§:.ry4. An cr thonodul.ar- lattice 1 is embeddable if

and only if sorae coordinatizing Baer *-seDigroup for 1 possesses

a separating set of strongly consistent *-definite functions.

1 et L be a c=-or-thocorapLet.e orthomodular Lat tlce, Jl

o--enbedding is an embedding r ~ 1 ~ P(R) satisfying r(va...t) =
V r(a.) for any sequence of nutually orthogonal elementsJ..

aI' a2, •• 0 in 1. 1et S be a coordinatizing Baer ';:-semigroup

for 10 J.. *-definite functioh on S is C)-additive if ¢t(vei)=

L .~ t( ei) for every t E. S and every sequence of mutually

orthogonal ei E pI (S).

A

Corollarx 5. J.. o--orthocomplete orthomodular lattice 1

is o=-embeddab'Le if and only if some coordinatizing Baer *-sero-

group for L possesses a separating set of strongly consistent

o--additive *-definite functions.

\

\

It follows from 'I'heo rera 3 that if cP is a strongly con-

sistent *-defini te function on S such that <f (1) = 1, then

o <4» (e) <. 1 for every e G. p 1(8) and ~(V e~) = L~(ei)

for every finite nutual.Ly orthogonal sequence e1, ••• ,en t;;pl(S).

Thus, cp Ip t (S) is a (fini tely-addi ti ve) state on p t (S) • In

thi s "my~ a strongly consistent *-defini te function on S is an

extension of a state on pl(S)o Thus, we may interpret Corollary

4 as saying that 1 is embeddable if and only if L possesses a

aufficio~tly large n~~ber of (finitely additive) states which have

extensions to S. A similar remark holds in Corollary 5 for

o--embeddings and states on 1".
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'I'he exi steJri-c8of Baer *-representations for finite Baer
;,f. -- ~Ef.!. )V..P~-1 /'~/ ~~J:It,,, I ~ IJ;:0 ~ 01'l.fU~ ~
*-defini te f'unc td.o n cp such that c{J [ bi, ti 5 is consi stent

for all finite sets [c1, Coo ~ enl C ([ , -[ tl, •• • , tn 3 C S •

We have characterized embeddable orthomodular lattices in

terms of coordtnatizi.ng BaElr *-semigroupso Follov.r.i.ng James Pool

(19, 20) ,vle now ShOI"that a certain coordinatizing Baer

*-semigroup has physical signigicanceo

An ~vent-state st.ru£tqre (19, 20) is a triple (E, S, p)

where E, S are nonempty sets and P ~ E x 8 7[ 0,1 ] satisfies

(E S 1) - (E S 1) beLow, where for p r;;. E, Sl(P) =to(E S • P(P,o()=l]

and 8
0

( p) ::: { c{ ~ S ~ P( p , 0() ::: o} 0

(ESl) If), q ~ E, and 81(r\ :;::Sl( q), then:p - q •

(ES2) There eXists an element 1 e E such that 81(1) ::: S.

(ES3) If p, q 8 E and 81(p) r Sl(q) 'J then So(q) C So(p)·

(ES4) If p ~ E, then there exists a p 1 £. E such that

Slept) == So(p)~ So(P!) == Sl(P)~

If Pl,P2p." ~ E and 31(Pl) C So(pj)

there exists a p ~ F, such that SI(Pi)

i , if 81(Pi) !;.:: 8J_(q) fur all i, then

and PCp, o() ::: L:P( Pi' o() for all a c;. S.

(ESS) for i f:. j, then

C 8, (p) for all- .•..
3l(p) C Sl(q)
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(ES6) If 0(, 13€ S and P(p,o() = p(p,M for all p E: E, then

c( = ~.
(E87) If 0(1,0(2' •• 10 E 5, tl,t2P •• E[O,~ with Eti = 1,

then there exists an 0( -r;; 8 such that P(p,oO = EtiP(p,os.)

for all p E:: E.

We call the elements of E events and .the elements of S

A

states. If p, q E E we define p.~ q when Sl (p) C Sl (q)

and p 1q when Sl(P) C Sl(q') = So(q) • For 0( E S,

define f.l,o(: E~[O,lJ by f.l,c{(p)= p.(p, 0() andlet

'i = £ IL~ ~ ~ f: s 5 ·
Theorem 6. ( POOl) If (E, S, p) is an event-state

structure, -then (E,.( , ') is a cr-orthocomplete orthomodular

pose t, If 0( E 8, then f..L0(1) = 1 and f..Lc{(V ~i) = E f..L0(Pi)

for any sequ~nce of mutually orthogonal Pi ~ E.

Let (E,S,P) be an event-state structure, and let E de-

note the set of maps x 6. DeS -;:r S•. lie define 1 E}:; to bex_
the identity map on S and 0 E E is defined by Do = cp •
If x,y~ E, then x 0 y ~E is defined by DXOY= t~G Dy:

y c{£. Dx J and (x 0 y) 0( = x(y c{) for all o(E DxOY. An

event-state-operation structure is a 4-tuple (E,S,P.fO) where

(&, s, p) is an event-state structure and Q t E ~ E, Q ; p \...:;;.Qp
aa ti sfi e s;
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(01) If P <=- E, then Ib
p

';'..Dp = {«E. s, . P(p, 0() F oj .
c:{E Dp and P( p, 0() = 1, then Oc:{ = 0( •

p.
( 02) If Pt E,

then pep, Q 0() = 1.
P

(04)

= Qq o. ". 0 (2 ,then Q 0 Q 0 ••• 0 Q
1 qm Pn Pn-l Pl'

= Q.a 0 Oq 0 ••• 0 0
'1Il m-J, ql •

(05) .r r x = Q 0 ••• 0 Q ,then there' exists a. ~ E E
. PI Pn

Sl(q;> = D~ (the complementof Dx) •such

(06) If p., q EE, q <:" P and 0( ~ Dp 1 , then. p( q, 0p cO =
= P(q,o() / pep, o().

(07) If p, q~ E . are compatd,ble and ,c:{ E Dp I then

P ( q, Qp0() = P( p;\ q, Q
p

o().

For PEE, c:{ E Dp we call Qp c:{ the state conditioned

on the event p and the state c:{. The elements of the set

So = {Q . 0 •• e 0 (2 C PIt ••• , Pn E E ~ _C L
PI Pn • .S

are called operations. We define t~e map*. ~ ~ So as

follows;

It

is not hard to show that qx in (05) is unique. For x E So

we define x ' = 0 ,where qx is this unique event.
qx .
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Theorem 7", C POOl)

-operation structureo Then

Let (E, S, P, Q) be an event-state

(E7 ~ ,') is a o--orthocomplete

orthomodular lattice and (So, 0, -, f) is a coordinatizing Baal!

*-semigroup for (E, < , f).
~

All the axioms for an event-state-operation structure have

been physically motivated by Pool [19, 20J . Thus, we have

physically motivated axioms for a: o--orthocomplete' orthomodular

lattice together with a coordinatizingBaer *-semigroup. It

follows from Corollary 5 that an event-state-operation structure

(E, S, P, Q) is embeddable in a Hilbert space if and only if

there exists ~ separating set of strongly consi~t~nt o--additive

*-definite functions on (Sa, 0 , -, t).

5. Gonnection to the Algebraic Apnroach

In this section we gi.vo a phystcal, significance for

*-definite functions using a connection to the algebraic approach.

Let S be an arbitrary *-sem group with 0 and 1, and let

be a Banach *-algebra with uni t 1., We say that (/'Cis an enveiop-

ing Banach *-algebra for S if thero is an injection p: S ~ a
sati sfying (Rl) , (R2),. (R3) , (R5) and

(R6) a = i: Ci P(si) " ci E"c, siE S, nE N J A
~JSll

where A denotes the cLosure ,

\
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Wenow show that any *-semigroup S with 0 and 1

f 1I =

Let ~l(S) be the set

f(s) == 0 except for

L , f( s) \ <00. More-
s~o I

and g if f(s) == g(s)

possesses an enveloping Banach *-algebra.

countably many

f~S-7'<L'

s E Sand II

satisfyingof functions

over, we idantify any two functions f

for every s ~ O. Under pointwise sums and scalar products it

is clear that tl (S) is a oomp Lex normed linear space. For

f, g E ~l(S) we define

(f g) (s) = ~ £ f( r). g( t) : r, t E S, r t = s i
For f~e1(S) we define the ;involution r- of f by

f*(s) = f(s*) • Let S: S ~~l(S) be the map [des)] Ct)·=: 0s,t

A (the Kronecker delta).

from (14, 21) .
The proof of the next lemma uses results

Lemma8. Under the map is an

enveloping Banach *-algebra for S. Moreover, every element of

~l(S) has the form f == LCI S(si) where I[ .. f fl == L \ ci\< CD.

Recall that a linear functional (0 on a Banach *-:-algebra

a is posi tive if roC.l1*A) > 0 for all liE d. , state.1.4--
is a positive linear functional (0 on o: satisfying ro(I) == 1.

Of course, thi s concept of state is different than our previous

defini tion of a state on an orthomodular lattice.
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Lemma9. Let S be a '-semigroup with 0,1 and let 0<-
be an enveloping Banach *-algebra for S with enveloping map

S, then thereo ! S -7 a e If cp is a 'it-definite function on

exists a unique positive linear functional ro on

roC o( s)J = ~ (s) for all

such that

s E S. Conversely, if co is a

posi tive Lf.near functional on·CL ,then ~ (.) = co Co( .)] is

If ~ (1) = 1, then co is a state.a *-definite function on s.
In the algebraic approach to quantummechanics, the bounded

observab1es of a quantumsystem are represented by self-adjoint

elements of a Banach *-algebra (usually a G *-a1gebra). {L; and the

expectation functionals are represented by states on ~ • The

above lemmagives a physical interpretation for the *-definite

f'unc'td.ons on S. The normalized *-defini te functions on 8 are

the restrictions to S of a state 011. any enveloping Banach

~-algebra for S. The consfcsency conditior has a:nimportant

physical significanceo To see this let S be a Baer *-semigroup

and let CJv be an enveloping Banach *-algebra with enveloping

mapa ~ S ~ (1 • Let ~ be a normal.I.zed consistent *-defi-

ni te function on S and let co be the corresponding urd que state

on Q . In someapproaches to quantummechanics (3,4,10) the

positive elements of S (i.e. elements of the form s*s) are

interpreted as quantummecherrl ca.L It effects It e Then co [o( s*s)]

= ~ (s*s) is interpreted as the probabili ty that the effect

s*s is observed whenthe system is in the state co. The pro-

babilistic interpret~tion is mathem~tically reasonable since a

state co is continuous with norm 1 [5, 1~ and hence
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o < (0 [6( s*s) ] <: 1\ 6(s+s) 1\ -1-. 1.
Nowif s*s is an effect, (s*s) 1 corresponds to the event which

occurs if and only if the effect s*s is not observed. It

follows that if the effect s*s has zero probability of being

observed in the state (0, then s*s) 1 occurs with certainty

in the state, (0. Since (s*s) 1 = S 1 ~ t 6 ]

(0 [6( s+s)J = 0 implies that (0 6(s 1)· == 1.

this becomes ~ (5*5) = 0 implies l' (5 I) =
ci sely the consi stency condi tion.

, we should have

In terms of <p
I. This is pre-

The proofs of

[11,l~
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